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MEETING 
BOARD OF DIRECTORS 

GRTC Transit System 

A regular meeting of the Board of Directors of the GRTC Transit System, Old Dominion 
Transit Management Company (ODTMC), and RideFinders will be held concurrently at 8:00AM, 
December 20, 2022, at GRTC Transit System, 301 East Belt Boulevard, Operator’s Lounge, 
Richmond, Virginia. Video and audio of the meeting will be streamed live online and recorded 
for later viewing at the following web address:  https://youtu.be/uhWFy_c-4KI. 
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I. Call to Order & Introductions

II. Public Comments – Mike Frontiero

III. Approval of November 15, 2022 Board Meeting Minutes – Tyrone Nelson

IV. Consent Agenda – Tyrone Nelson
A. Server Hardware for Data Center – Dexter Hurt
B. Specialized Transportation Scheduling Software – Dexter Hurt
C. Copiers – Dexter Hurt
D. Major Change for January Booking – Sam Sink
E. Agency Safety Plan – Tony Carter

V. Information Items
A. Updated List of Recent and Upcoming Procurements – Tonya Thompson
B. DRPT Compliance Review Report – Von Tisdale

VI. Staff Reports
A. Safety Report – Tony Carter
B. Service Report and Operator Staffing – Tim Barham
C. Vehicle/Facility Report and Maintenance Staffing – Tony Byrd
D. Ridership Report – Sam Sink
E. Rider Comments – Monica Carter
F. Financial Report – Dawn Bailey

VII. Board Committee Reports
A. Finance Committee Report – Jim Ingle
B. Operations Committee Report – Committee Chair
C. Development Committee Report – Barbara K. Smith

VIII. Interim Chief Executive Officer’s Report – Sheryl Adams

IX. Board Chair’s Report

https://youtu.be/uhWFy_c-4KI
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X. Executive Session

A. Personnel Committee – Tyrone Nelson

XI. Other Business

XII. Adjourn
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MINUTES 
NOVEMBER 15, 2022 

BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
GRTC TRANSIT COMPANY 

Members Present: Tyrone E. Nelson, Chair, County of Henrico 
Andreas Addison, Vice Chair, City of Richmond 
Barbara K. Smith, Secretary/Treasurer, County of Chesterfield 
Dave Anderson, County of Chesterfield 
Todd Eure, County of Henrico 
Jim Ingle, County of Chesterfield 
Ellen Robertson, City of Richmond 
Lincoln Saunders, City of Richmond 
Daniel Schmitt, County of Henrico 

Others Present: Bonnie Ashley, General Counsel 
Sheryl Adams, Interim Chief Executive Officer 
Adrienne Torres, Chief Development Officer 
John Zinzarella, Chief Financial and Administrative Officer 
Tim Barham, Chief of Transit Operations 
Tony Byrd, Director of Maintenance 
Anthony Carter, Director of Risk Management 
Joe Dillard, Director of Equitable Innovation & Legislative Policy 
Mike Frontiero, Director of Communications 
Dexter Hurt, Director of Information Systems 
Sam Sink, Director of Planning & Schedules 
Tonya Thompson, Director of Procurement 
Von Tisdale, Executive Director of RideFinders 
Brandon, Butler, Procurement Specialist 
Monica Carter, Safety and Service Compliance Manager 
Jamel Harper, Procurement Specialist 
Antionette Haynes, Procurement Services Administrator 
Ashley Mason, Manager of Organization Advancement 
Maurice Carter, President – Local 1220, Amalgamated Transit Union 
Dironna Clarke, City of Richmond  
Richard Hankins, RVA Rapid Transit 
Danielle Nikolaisen, Brown Edwards 
Leslie Roberts, Brown Edwards (joined virtually) 
Charles Robideau, Chesterfield Resident 
Daniel Wagner, DRPT 
Faith Walker, RVA Rapid Transit 

I. Call to Order & Introductions

This meeting of the Board of Directors of the GRTC Transit System, Old Dominion Transit 
Management Company (ODTMC), and RideFinders was called to order on November 15, 2022, by 
Tyrone Nelson at 8:00AM.  The meeting was held at GRTC Transit System, Operators Lounge, 301 
East Belt Boulevard, Richmond, Virginia. Video and audio of the meeting will be streamed live online 
and recorded for later viewing at the following web address: https://youtu.be/aq5WhZ0nzEQ. 
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II. Public Comments

The public notice, meeting agenda, and agenda attachments for this November 15, 2022, standing 
meeting of the Boards of GRTC, RideFinders, and Old Dominion Transit Management Company were 
posted at rideGRTC.com.  Per the meeting notice, all written comments received via email by Mike 
Frontiero prior to 5:00PM on the day preceding a meeting were provided to all members of the Board 
the night before the meeting, are read during the Public Comment Period of the meeting by staff 
following the two-minute speaking limit and will be included in the minutes of the meeting.  

The following submitted comments in writing and the attached petition from RVA Rapid Transit with 
404 signatures in support of continuing Zero-Fare. 

Jimmie Lee Jarvis 
I'm reaching out today to urge the GRTC board to vote to provide the required local funding to extend 
the network's zero-fare policy through June 2024 and beyond! One in five households in Richmond do 
not have access to a private vehicle, including my own. I have been a daily GRTC rider for over 12 
years and under zero-fare I have personally saved about $60 per month, not to mention the estimated 
$10,000 per year it costs to own a private vehicle. The benefits of free transit for Richmond workers 
and families are obvious, and well worth the funds required to match state grants - money that would 
remain on the table if we do not maintain a zero-fare policy. I would also like to particularly speak out 
against fare enforcement. Having been a regular rider before, during, and after the fare enforcement 
regime, I noticed a drastic increase in stress, confrontations, and disrupted service when riders were 
subjected to inconsistent and unprofessional scrutiny from fare enforcers. Thank you for your attention 
and consideration. 

Jennie Daley 
I'm a Richmond resident and firm proponent of keeping fares free on GRTC. We have seen such 
success in ridership growth at a time so many other systems have struggled and I personally know 
several people who have taken the bus for the first time because it's free or decided to rely on it for 
commuting thanks to free fares. To lose this option at a time of sky-high inflation would add insult to 
injury. I sincerely hope GRTC will do everything in its power, including approving the $3 million local 
match for this program, to keep fares free in Richmond.  

Peter Braun 
I am a resident of the Museum District neighborhood in Richmond and I would like to share my 
support for keeping GRTC bus service free through 2024. I work an entry-level job at a non-profit 
downtown and rely on consistent GRTC bus service to get to work on time every day. I do not own a 
car, so I rely on GRTC service entirely to get around to the grocery store, doctors appointments, and 
weekend activities. I'm not alone in this, as 90% of GRTC riders do not own a car. GRTC provides me 
with access to everyday needs from Manchester and Downtown to Midlothian and Carytown. Fare-
free bus service has helped me avoid the expense of buying a car, which I cannot afford at this time in 
my life. While bus service consistency and frequency has declined due to the pandemic, I have 
consistently chosen to ride the bus because of fare free service and because I had no other option. 
Richmond, Henrico, and Chesterfield do not invest nearly enough in safe, walkable, and bikeable 
streets. The loss of fare-free bus service would mean increased pedestrian fatalities as people with no 
other option to get around are forced to walk or bike on dangerously designed, overly-fast streets. The 
climate crisis is fueled largely by the transportation sector and specifically the individual choice to 
drive a car every day. Fare free makes it easy for me and many others to make the right choice for 
our community and the planet and ride the bus instead. Private cars cost society much more per ride 
than a fare free ride. Fare free is the least this region can do to incentivize climate-friendly 
transportation and combat systemic inequality. Do not leave state grant money on the table. Please 
ensure that GRTC remains fare-free through 2024. Thanks for your support. 
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Drew Olsen 
Firstly, I want to thank you for the great work you do and the commitment you have to our community. 
The GRTC is such an asset to our community, and regardless of your decision I want to thank you for 
being such a big part of that. As a member of the community who has no car and so does nearly all of 
my travel by either GRTC, foot, or bicycle, I just want to say how invaluable to both me and my 
community the Zero-Fare program has been, and express my strong support for extending it to June 
and beyond. Not only does the Zero-Fare program make it easier for me and my community to get 
around, but it helps reduce emissions, reduce noise pollution, and makes commutes easier. I truly 
appreciate your consideration, and I hope you'll vote to extend the Zero-Fare program. 

Carol Stephens 
I am a resident of Richmond for 10 years and 75 years old. I have been an occasional rider of GRTC 
over these 10 years and resumed ridership during the last half of the pandemic.  I find the Zero-Fare, 
not only an economic help, but a stress reliever.  Originally I had to make sure I had the needed 
change ready, and on a cold morning trying not to drop the coins while taking off my mittens to get to 
them was an issue.  Then you switched to the card fares and that became quite a challenge as the 
CVS store where I could purchase them did not always have what I needed.  For folks with an 
extremely limited income, having to purchase their fare with a large block of their money could be a 
problem as well.  I have found riding the bus with Zero-Fare to be much less stressful.  I would think 
that the bus drivers feel a lot safer not having to have folks stopping at the fare box and breathing all 
over them.  Not having collected fares, makes it less likely that they would be held up for robbery 
either. It seems to me that we would be foolish to turn aside such a grant at a time when funds are 
needed by so many.  During this time of inflation, it is particularly important to lower costs for our 
citizens any way that we can.  As the cost of gas increases and the interest on car loans increases, I 
suspect that we will see an increase in ridership.  I do hope that when you do pass this, you will also 
have a good advertising campaign.  Many of my friends are amazed when I tell them that the bus fare 
is free.  They were not aware that that change had taken place and knowing they do not have to worry 
about purchasing a card, or having the correct change, makes them more willing to ride the bus. 
Thank you for your consideration of these remarks and please vote to provide the funds needed to 
have the grant. 

Monica Freeman 
I am a senior residing on the Southside, along Jahnke Road. I am one of the over 30,000 plus 
seniors, 11% of whom need access to reliable public transportation.  Like me, 90% of riders do not 
own cars and depend on public transportation to move about and go to work.  Over half of GRTC 
riders make under 25,000 dollars a year, some on fixed income, and Zero-Fare would be a help in 
retaining more money. As you know, many municipalities across the country already have a zero-pay 
policy. A non-walking city with few sidewalks such as most of Richmond needs a free-fare public 
transportation service.  Like other public services:  libraries, schools, and our emergency services, 
GRTC should be free of charge. I am definitely against the removal of the Zero-Fare policy on GRTC 
and am in support of its continuation. Thank you for your time, attention, and kind consideration. 

Lindsay Cunningham  
I've been living in The Fan for the past 6 years. I'm reaching out to you because I was informed that 
the GRTC board will be voting on whether to match state funding and continue GRTC's no-fare policy. 
As a graduate student at VCU, I have personally been greatly impacted by GRTC's decision to fund 
transportation for city residents and I know that many of my peers have as well. Being able to access 
free transportation provides an opportunity for students, such as myself, to access internships, jobs, 
and other opportunities that would be inaccessible without transportation. I have worked in the 
Richmond community for a number of years and have met clients who have relied on the GRTC to 
find employment and gain meaningful opportunities for economic freedom. Your investment in the 
community manifests economic dividends in the community and gives Richmond residents autonomy 
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over their lives. Thank you for your time and consideration. If you have any questions for me, please 
feel free to reach out! 

Michael DiGiacomo 
I live on Hull St. in Manchester and work as a program coordinator at an agency that provides 
assistance to individuals who are coming home from jail/prison. Daily, my job consists of interacting 
with folks who are trying to get back on their feet after incarceration. As such many of these 
individuals do not have any means of transportation upon getting released. They also often have very 
little money, if any. Many of them struggle with having a safe place to stay and having enough food. 
Many do not have cell phones, housing, or enough clothing. The GRTC zero-fare program enables 
people to get around the city without having to worry about the extra cost of bus fare which quickly 
adds up. The GRTC zero-fare program is a major benefit for all city residents and visitors and it is 
especially vital for our most vulnerable neighbors who do not have the means to pay for bus tickets to 
get to work, medical appointments, job interviews, grocery stores, etc.  After years of zero-fare, having 
folks pay for bus tickets again puts a huge financial burden on a large population of people who need 
it most. This is just one of many aspects of how beneficial continuing the zero-fare program is to 
Richmond residents. Please do the right thing and vote to continue the zero-fare program! 

Tyneshia Griffin 
I am the Environmental Policy Analyst at New Virginia Majority. We believe access to affordable 
public transit is a vital part of Virginians’ ability to maintain employment, attain education, reach 
essential businesses, and receive routine or emergency health and public services, particularly during 
the ongoing COVID-19 pandemic. For years, we have been a vocal advocate of the Transit Ridership 
Incentive Program in the state legislature and with the implementing state agency, the Department of 
Rail and Public Transportation. TRIP has provided millions in funding for reduced-fare or zero-fare 
transit projects, proving to effectively meet several of its goals 
including, but not limited to: 
● expanding economic opportunity and transit access through eliminating bus fares, which perform
similar to regressive taxes on low-income riders;
● increasing the transit agency’s eligibility for larger sources of transportation funding with increased
ridership;
● improving rider and operator safety during the COVID-19 pandemic, through reductions in rider and
operator contact at fare collection; and
● reducing health-harming and climate-damaging transportation emissions through gradually
decreasing the use of single occupancy vehicles from individuals daily work and personal trips.
For these reasons, we strongly urge the GRTC board not to leave millions of dollars in TRIP funding
from the state on the table and vote to retain dedication to zero-fare by supplementing any existing
gaps in the program’s funding that would inhibit zero-fare from operating into 2024.

David Tisel 
I urge GRTC to provide the match funding to keep GRTC free. As an occasional bus commuter, the 
free bus has been a very important way to make the city accessible for me. Many others rely on it 
every day. As so much of life is becoming unaffordable, we need to keep the bus free.  

Angela Lehman 
I was lucky to buy a house in 2018 that was within 2 blocks of Route 3 and the new Route 20. I didn’t 
know at the time that I would lose my job during Covid. Now I’m in school full time while working 
multiple part-time jobs, and zero-fare rides along with the ability to put my bike on the bus have been 
truly helpful in stretching my budget. I also like how zero-fare makes it easy for me to hop off the bus 
and do some errands, and then get on the bus and keep going to another destination without having 
to buy another ticket or a transfer. When buses are easy to use, they have the potential to keep more 
business in the city, as well as increase ridership and decrease traffic congestion and pollution. 
Please extend zero-fare! 
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Jason Apolo 
I am a Richmond resident living in the Randolph neighborhood. I would like to respectfully ask that 
public transit in the Richmond region remain Zero-Fare. As someone who grew up in extreme poverty, 
taking the bus to and from work and school was a necessary tool in my family's effort to escape 
poverty. Today, I still cannot afford a car and I know many low-income people are in the same 
situation. When I take the bus and see my neighbors and colleagues, I feel a reignited empathy for 
Richmond residents that are disabled, elderly, or poor and need this bus-ride to remain free. We 
should not be placing the most burden on those who can least afford it and instead provide for them 
by giving them the resources they need. I know we as a community can do this because we 
understand that things like public libraries and public schools are important for everyone, and public 
transit deserves to be approached in equal terms to other public services. I ask that you please keep 
Richmond public transit Zero-Fare and I thank you for listening to my plea. 

Carson Mays 
I am a resident of The Fan in Richmond. I am here today to express my support of keeping GRTC’s 
Zero-Fare policy. I am a frequent bus rider and rely on GRTC buses to get me to and from work on 
almost a daily basis. When I’m not working, GRTC buses are my main source of transportation to get 
around the city for various reasons including accessing grocery stores, running errands, and traveling 
to recreational amenities around the city. I am reliant on GRTC buses because I do not have a car. I 
opted out of using a car due to the countless negative impacts of having cars in cities including 
decreased air quality, increased impervious surface coverage, public safety concerns, and more. 
GRTC’s buses have been a fantastic alternative that allow me and many others to live a more 
sustainable lifestyle. With this being said, removing the Zero-Fare policy will prevent people like 
myself from using the bus on a daily basis. I am a recent college graduate who is employed but early 
into my professional career so I do not have the disposable income for purchasing a car or even 
paying a bus fare anytime I need groceries. There are many people like myself who cannot afford 
alternative modes of transportation and rely on the integral public service provided by the bus. 
Implementing a fare will discourage ridership for those who need it the most and disincentivize car 
owners from using the bus as a more environmentally-responsible alternative to driving. A good 
additional source of funding for public transit would be to increase parking costs. Richmond has a 
history of prioritizing car infrastructure over all other forms of transportation infrastructure, so I think 
people commuting via car should be covering the cost of these transportation projects. It is upsetting 
to know that somebody can commute into Richmond from Hanover county and park just a couple feet 
from their destination free of charge while I, a Richmond resident, would have to pay a fee to travel 
less than a mile and be dropped off many blocks from my destination. Then again, I wonder if my 
alternative suggestion is even necessary. If Richmond can continually build parking lots and repave 
roads in the city, I know that the transportation funding exists, it’s just being allocated in a one-sided, 
irresponsible way. Thank you all for your time. I hope you will take my suggestions into consideration. 

Bill Betzhold 
I am a 76-year-old white male, retired, living in Richmond.  I care about the bus system deeply, having 
volunteered for over a year and a half to clean bus stops around Willow Lawn & Carytown.  I have met 
many riders and know how they depend on the bus service to get and keep a job.  I have driven 2 
people to their jobs when they realized the bus schedule is different on Sundays. Both riders needed 
to be at work on time or risk being fired and both had no other way to reach their jobs. The average 
income for 50% of these patrons is less than $25,000/year, 27% of the riders earn less than 
$10,000/year. The Zero-Fare plan can save these patrons up to $60/mo. Plus, many riders come from 
the most underserved populations in our cities and counties. I also consider the Zero-Fare plan a 
small reparation DUE these patrons after centuries of systemic institutional racism. Older patrons on 
fixed incomes also benefit from the Zero- Fare program. Owning a car is just out of reach for most of 
your patrons. Finally, the pandemic has hurt these patrons, many of whom are essential workers, for a 
variety of reasons but most are out of their control. They are just trying to get to work to make enough 
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money to have a roof over their heads and food on the table. Richmond is a wealthy community. The 
more-affluent citizens can afford to fund this much needed program to ensure these unserved patrons 
have a decent chance to keep a decent job. Please make the Zero-Fare program permanent. 
 
Charles Robideau 
I am Charles Robideau and I live in Chesterfield. On September 22, GRTC announced a new 
partnership with National Express Transit to provide paratransit and call center services 
simultaneously.  National Express Transit which goes by the acronym NEXT announced a new five-
year partnership with GRTC.  We are excited to begin this new journey with GRTC and make a 
positive and lasting impact in the Richmond community said Stephanie Mayer, NEXT Regional Vice 
President. NEXT based in Lisle, Illinois, is part of North American Business, a unit of National Express 
group, a global entity with Buses and Rail Operations in countries across four countries.  The group is 
based in Birmingham England, its stock is listed on the London Stock Exchange.  The announcement 
on September 22 came just two days after the September 20 board meeting for GRTC at which 
retiring Board members were replaced by new Directors under new leadership.  Since then, there has 
been no discussion of this partnership by this award that I’ve heard of in meetings like this and 
certainly no vote to approve it at all.  Lacking this it’s hard to know how this came about and what it 
exactly entails; for example, NEXT sites a five-year partnership with GRTC while GRTC makes no 
mention of such a time frame. NEXT states that it’s workers will utilize GRTC’s fleet of 96 minibuses 
for paratransit or call center services.  GRTC’s version does not mention this provision or any possible 
effect on GRTC’s Unionized members, Amalgamated Local 1220 who now do good work operating 
these vehicles.  Such questions might be answered, the text of this partnership was posted on the 
GRTC website which it should be and if the Board members here would openly discuss this provision, 
this partnership and actually voted, right now it just sits there with no ratification at all.  Thank you. 
 
Richard Hankins 
Dear GRTC Board, my name is Richard Hankins.  I’m a resident of Southside Richmond and I’m a 
transit advocate for RVA Rapid Transit.  I just want the Board to know that there’s no online page 
anywhere on GRTC’s website to submit a public comment. I don’t believe it’s intentional, but I don’t 
think that’s right, and I encourage GRTC to add a page on their website that provides the process for 
submitting a public comment.  Thank you. 
 
Faith Walker 
Good morning, there were some bus riders who couldn’t be here this morning and they gave me their 
permission to share their comments which were recorded.   Seven recorded comments were played, 
all in support of zero fare. 
 

III. Approval of October 25, 2022 Board Meeting Minutes  
Mr. Schmitt motioned to approve the October 25, 2022 Board Meeting minutes, Mr. Ingle seconded, 
and the motion carried unanimously. 
 

IV. Consent Agenda  
A. General Planning Consulting (GPC) Services  
B. Essential Transit Infrastructure Manufacturing 
Ms. Robertson motioned to approve the Consent Agenda, Mr. Saunders seconded, and the 
motion carried unanimously.   
 

V. Personnel Committee – Update on CEO Search 
Mr. Saunders moved that GRTC’s Board of Directors hold a closed meeting pursuant to Section 2.2-
3711(A)(1) of the Code of Virginia for the discussion and consideration of prospective candidates for 
employment as Chief Executive Officer of the Greater Richmond Transit Company.  The motion was 
seconded by Ms. Robertson, and the motion carried unanimously. 
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Mr. Saunders moved that this closed meeting was convened pursuant to the Virginia Freedom of 
Information Act and that, according to Sections 2.2-3712 of the Code of Virginia, it was conducted in 
conformity with Virginia law and that nothing was discussed except the matter or matters (1) 
specifically identified in the motion to convene in closed session and (2) lawfully permitted to be 
discussed under the provisions of the Virginia Freedom of Information Act cited in that motion.  Mr. 
Nelson requested a Roll Call Vote which was unanimous. 
 

VI. Information Items 
A. Updated List of Recent and Upcoming Procurements – Tonya Thompson 
There have been 14 additional projects and here are a few of the more significant projects.  Staff 
plans to procure 21 paratransit vehicles 19 fixed route buses, and 7 support vehicles and a flatbed 
wrecker.  All of these vehicles are replacing vehicles in the fleet that have reached their useful life and 
are eligible for replacement.  Three of the projects are for Information Systems Projects which are 
Radio Communications upgrade, Upgrade on Servers and Existing Hardware, and Network wiring and 
extended height of light poles. 
 
B. January Service Changes – Sam Sink 
The next schedule change for GRTC is January 29, 2023.  The new schedule includes the following:  
Route 77 and 78 – change from 40 minute to hourly service; Route 1, 1A, 1B, 1C – bifurcate at 
downtown to implement a trunk and legs structure; Route 29 – time adjustments; and Route 95 – 
simplification of Downtown Richmond loop.  
 

VII. Staff Reports 
Staff discussed the Reports provided in the Board Packet as follows with no significant changes 
from the prior month to report and no new significant issues pending: 
A. Safety Performance – Tony Carter 
B. Service Report and Operator Staffing – Tim Barham 
C. Vehicle/Facility Report and Maintenance Staffing – Tony Byrd 
D. Ridership Report – Sam Sink 
E. Rider Comments – Monica Carter 
F. Financial Report – John Zinzarella 
 

VIII. Board Committee Reports 
A. Finance Committee Report 

• Mr. Ingle will Chair the Finance Committee  

• Zero fares will be discussed during the next Finance Committee meeting and an update will 
bring information back to the Board next month for discussion. 

• RideFinders Financial Audit and GRTC Financial Audits were reviewed at the previous 
Finance Committee meeting and now there will be a presentation. 

 
Ms. Nikolaisen of Brown Edwards stated that the financial statements presented fairly, in all 
material respects. The auditors have a clean unmodified audit opinion on the audited financial 
statements. 
 
Ms. Nikolaisen reviewed the Ridefinders report and Ms. Roberts reviewed the GRTC report to 
the Board of Directors. The auditing team is Leslie Roberts and Danielle Nikolaisen and they 
are available if there are questions or concerns regarding the audit and their contact 
information is in the letter. Ms. Roberts gave an overview of what was done in the audit report. 
The financial statement disclosures are neutral, consistent, and clear. No difficulties were 
encountered in dealing with management in performing and completing the audit.  
 
Staff is requesting that the Board of Directors accepts GRTC’s and RideFinders FY2021 Audit 
report as presented, the Board accepted the request unanimously. 
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IX. Interim Chief Executive Officer’s Report – Sheryl Adams 
No Report 
 

X. Board Chair’s Report 
No Report. 
 

XI. Adjourn 
There being no further business, the meeting adjourned at 10:10AM  
 
 APPROVED: 
 
 
       
 Tyrone E. Nelson, Chair 
 GRTC Board of Directors 
 
 
 
       
 Date  
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 Name

Jess Powers Ian Young Megan H Mo’shea Cedeno Finn Plotkin

Catherine E Koval Kendra N` Sara Rozmus Sterling Bido Lotus Vortex

Kelli Nash Rowan Stefanos Demetriadis Andrew Gehler Anwen Gena Johnson 

Kathryn Benedict Jonathan Chan Emily Kennedy griffin erney chloe p

Brendan Tyler Westfall Remmie Chew Jr Carly Kayla Simpson Chris Emmanuelli 

Cara Kaufman Elizabeth Scott Tyler Lillian Prichard Morgan

Thad M Williamson Richard Hankin Ketta Kennedy Dana Espinosa Madison Gillrd

Emily Montgomery Wyatt Gordon Leslie Lytle Emily Garloff Ryan Dunivan

Laura Berge Jones Elias Frantz Natalie Del Castillo Daniel Miltenberger Shani Hudson 

Marie Giblin Jeremy Hoffman Jada Nathan Warren Campbell 

Georgeann Schmied Sara Barton Alessandro Ragazzi Delia Tomlinson Sammy 

Colleen Garrison  Barry O’Keefe Rachael Thayer emma Eliza

William Benton Lindsay Erin Carrillo Peyton Geiszler Nicole

Sheryl Johnson Qui Nguyen Rachel Jamrozy Hanna Epley Robert A Crump

Adam Alexa Kit Scott Magnolia Lang Katy

Kyle Warmack Danny L Plaugher Gabriella Aguilar Emily Huse Cassie Grace

Doug Allen Sheryl Johnson Renee lenassi Sally N Elizabeth Chaumont

Edson Pederson Ross Hoppe Kylie Britt Jess Meaghan 

Conner Kasten Rachael Tatman Chris Mcnamara Gabrielle Dietrich Luke nicholas

Julie Adams-Buchanan Brantley Tyndall Tori Brigitta Betts Amber Smith

Mike Frontiero Dan Motta Nawal V. Allison Barrientos Caitlin

Matt Hughes Maya Shaw Shannon Bailey I support zero fare Elliott Berry

Lucretia McCulley Collyn Dixon Robert Dias Jenna Henderson Lindsey 

Isabel McLain J. Elias O’Neal Pete Gibson William Kotchish Alyssa Kelley 

Aaron M Kemmerer Anna Hogue Sean Pritchard Sydney Phommachanh Josalyne Larson

Tara FitzPatrick Andrew Bunn Rosalind Bee (Rebekah) Wooten Keep it no cost

Darlene Palacios Ira White Fatima Malik Celeste Park Hesther

Jackie Stephens Ira White Melissa Marquette Isabella Ragazzi Jessica

Nora Thompson Carrie Rose Pace David Cohn Charles Bailey Maya White-Lurie

Jenna Evers Justin Bartel Joshua Webner Sage Gardner Peige Keller

William Harvey Bates Lucian Brinkley Jordan Cramer Jordan Vernon michael capps

Jennie Daley Jessie Walton Amya Cook AC Tierney Kaitlyn Fulmore

Paige Baxter Will Isenberg stefan Keara Argus

Janna Hite Leah Clancy Shawn Williams Ned Belliveau Heather Stewart

eileen cyrtmus Nat Quick Pao Cordero Priyanka Arora Chanel

Lynn Klanchar Caroline Cryer noor atari Erin Margaret McMahon 

WILLIAM C BETZHOLD Donn Moore Chip Coutts Olivia Brassing’ram Samantha McBride Sorrel

Barbara Dunn Beth Nelson sofia fasciolo Tina clements Mallory

Elle De La Cancela Anna Clemens Daniel Goldman Casey Lawson Ezra Solomon 

Maggi Tinsley Sangyeol Lee Alex Ortiz Vega Donovan Davis Ceire Neylan 

Melody Porter Lark Washington Amani Adron Juliet Grace

Taylor Jones Amanda Isa Lily Kassab sydney

Robert Sullivan Kat Adams l Savannah Taylor Amy Hyman Bailey Vigil
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Caroline Molly Frey Alysha Alloway Davis Erney

Kristy Smith Mikayla Perkins Paola Orellana cathryn hutto  

Fahim Rahman Shelby Hughes Surya Punjabi Eleni

Aidan Halpin Megan Lee Jess Hayley

Olivia Surface Em Alex zavaleta Holly Brown

Cassidy edwards Hilary Elizabeth Hope Trumbo Kayleigh McCoy

Cassandra Tyler Vance Jarod Eppley Joseph Foater

Ruth Clements Sophia Millie Eller Lauren Nichols

Katherine Peterson Mira Best Karrah Sheets Alex Demas

Cora Lewis Max Dylan Jen Black

Jeremy Parker Stephen Brittany Andrea Dregalla

Bridé Baker Mary Chandler Marina Brock Ophelia Armstrong

Mariarosa Marinelli Kristie Wells Carter Barker Lessly Benitez

Lila G Casati Megan Comer Kalena Sills Gabriel Arrington

Emily Everingham Lauren Paight Jamie Hill Heather Farber

Sarah Thackery Cory Williams Becki Stenger Jeron Jones

Hanna Chou Michael Gifford Kevin Nathaniel Scida

Hannah Irelan Vaughn Omps Sage Alex Trouslot

Sydney Koetter Carlo Thomas Youngs Abigail C Bischoff

Stephanie Nelson Cameron Crispens Emily

Madison Sterner Isaac Whalen Neil Thomas

sydney goldston Victoria Thomas Cassie Hersman

Alex Fabian Haley Vivian

Luke Campbell Anna Merlene Danielle

Ri Marshall Gabriel Arrington Mary nazarian  

Jeremy Traver Katherine Mott Amanda Wiehrs

shannon fahey tay wingfield Curly

Jon Lamp Olivia hampton Sarah Keane 

Christina Celeste Willetts Jethin

Rachel Zahradka C Grace Kuhn

heather Jessica LHeureux michelle chatham

Abigail Fisher Emma Umberger Wilson Hale

Hannah Mullen Anna Anderson Ashley Schweitzer

Callie Houghland Amelia Heymann Prabir Mehta

Christian Martinez Isabella Justine Felty

Eva Ernst Isabella Ruby Tippl

Emma shreya patel Devante Spelman

Caitlin Ellmore fabiana Emily Wiehrs

Kamillah Brianna J. Anna Asesor

Cristian Castiglia Georgia Osborne Anna Asesor

BJ Jarrett Arbi Abazi Anna Asesor

Dani Stewart Leigh Rachael Belliveau 

Heaven Imanchinello Erin White Sally Pham
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GRTC Transit System 
Consent Agenda 

Meeting Date: December 20, 2022 

CONSENT AGENDA ITEMS 

• Server Hardware for Data Center – Dexter Hurt

• Specialized Transportation Scheduling Software – Dexter Hurt

• Copiers – Dexter Hurt

• Major Change for January Booking – Sam Sink

• Agency Safety Plan – Tony Carter
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GRTC Transit System 
Consent Agenda 

Meeting Date:  December 20, 2022 
Item Title: Server Hardware for Data Center 

BACKGROUND: 

GRTC’s computer systems are supported by a framework of aging server technology. This infrastructure 
is what contains and runs our complete systems, such as CAD/AVL, maintenance, planning and 
scheduling, file storage, printing, fare boxes and all the other miscellaneous systems. 

Operations are above capacity due to GRTC’s continued growth as well as the fact that the current 
infrastructure is reaching the end of its useful life, 5-year warranty term.  As a result, there are 
performance problems with the servers and existing hardware needs to be refreshed to support future 
growth. New equipment is needed to expand server capacity and replace aging equipment that has 
reached its useful life. The new hardware will have 5 years of software maintenance and support to cover 
the full useful lifespan until the refresh cycle repeats itself. 

HIGHLIGHTS: 

▪ The General Services Administration (GSA) currently has agreements with Achieve One, LANStatus
and TVAR Solutions for servers that can be used to support the infrastructure.  Additionally, GSA has
VLA Windows Server Licenses that GRTC may utilize.  (GSA Schedule # GS-35F-0511T).  FTA
requires users of GSA contracts to seek out multiple providers of IT equipment and services to
compare pricing.  Additionally, a cost analysis must be performed to determine whether current GSA
pricing is fair and reasonable.  These requirements have been met.

• Achieve One’s price of $187,092.20 was the lowest price for data center infrastructure components
and VLA Windows Server Licenses.

• Staff’s independent cost estimate was $47,858.25 based on historical pricing from the previous data
center infrastructure equipment purchase of a single VxRail Server. The total estimated cost is
$191,433.

• The infrastructure replacement will allow GRTC to be agile, quickly adapt and resolve performance
issues due to hardware end of life. This infrastructure is what contains and runs our complete
systems, such as CAD/AVL, maintenance, planning and scheduling, file storage, printing, and all the
other miscellaneous systems. It is the very heart of the systems.

▪ This contract will be completely funded with federal, state, and local grants.

RECOMMENDATION:

That the Board of Directors authorize the CEO to issue a purchase order to Achieve One for a total cost 
of $187,092.20 for data center infrastructure components and VLA Windows Server Licenses. 

Barbara K. Smith, Secretary Date 
GRTC Board of Directors 
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GRTC Transit System 
Consent Agenda 

Meeting Date:  December 20, 2022 
Item Title: Specialized Transportation Scheduling Software 

BACKGROUND: 

GRTC Transit System’s Community Assistance Ride Enterprise (CARE) and CARE Plus 
services provide origin-to-destination service under the guidelines of the Americans with 
Disabilities Act (ADA) for the citizens of the Richmond Region. CARE and CARE Plus provide 
public transportation access to individuals with disabilities who may not be reasonably able to 
use the GRTC fixed route bus service. 

GRTC seeks to implement an automated paratransit scheduling and dispatching system. The 
system being procured will provide GRTC’s customers with better information and a better 
experience, while also providing ways for GRTC’s operators and managers to operate the 
system more efficiently.  
. 

HIGHLIGHTS: 

• Staff issued a Request for Proposals on September 30, 2022. Proposals were received from
6 firms with pricing ranging from $676,784 to $2,265,885. The evaluation committee
identified Via Mobility, LLC as the highest ranked proposer. Via’s Best and Final offer of
$1,660,300 for implementation and hosting services for a five-year base contract term with
two, 1-year renewal options were determined to be fair and reasonable.

• The new paratransit scheduling software, Via by Via Mobility, LLC will replace RouteMatch,
which has become inefficient and causes constant support challenges that affects the overall
service.

• The proposed paratransit software delivers an ADA compliant, Software-as-a-Service (SaaS)
solution: a comprehensive technology system that will allow GRTC to offer a cost-effective,
reliable, and accessible paratransit service that will address the agency’s mission of
providing safe, friendly, and reliable public transit.

• Via’s software provides industry-leading routing and ride assignment algorithms to analyze
all trip requests, assign customers to the best-suited vehicle, and group passengers headed
in the same direction into efficient shared rides. The algorithms form the core of the software
solution, continuously optimizing pickups, drop-offs, and routing while dynamically updating
customers, drivers, and administrators with real-time information.

• The recommended contract includes software, training, system updates, hosting service,
Short Message Service (SMS) or text messaging, Interactive Voice Response (IVR)
automated telephone information system and call outs for customer notifications.
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• National Express, GRTC’s paratransit service contractor, will utilize the paratransit software 
in operating the service. 

 

• The paratransit software will be a critical component in providing future micro-transit service 
in the Greater Richmond Region. 

 

• This purchase will be funded with federal, state, and local funds. 
 

Federal (28%) State (68%) Local (4%) 

$ 464,884.00 $ 1,129,004.00 $ 66,412.00 

 
 

RECOMMENDATION: 
 

That the Board of Directors authorizes the CEO to contract with Via Mobility, LLC for the 
purchase of paratransit scheduling software and services for a not-to-exceed price of 
$1,660,300.  
 
 
         
Barbara K. Smith, Secretary Date 
GRTC Board of Directors 
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GRTC Transit System 
Consent Agenda 

Meeting Date:  December 20, 2022 
Item Title: Copiers 

BACKGROUND: 

Staff has used the same copiers for over five years.  At this time, they have reached the 
end of their useful life and will no longer be supported by Virginia Business Systems 
(VBS).  As a result, GRTC seeks to upgrade and supplement additional copiers to be 
used by staff throughout the organization. Virginia Business System (VBS) was selected 
from the State Contract to replace and provide service and support to GRTC.  

HIGHLIGHTS: 

• The Virginia Information Technologies Agency (VITA) has a Managed Print Services
agreement with VBS (Contract # VA-191121-VBS) that GRTC may utilize. GRTC’s
agreement with VBS includes a 5-year term with 1, 1-year renewal option.

• The purchase includes delivery, installation of 10, Konica Minolta, multifunctional devices
equipped with PaperCut Management Software and disposal of old copier equipment.

• The print management system software, PaperCut MF, included in this purchase possesses
the following capabilities:

o Tracks usage by print, copy, scan, and fax per end-user and department.
o Gives the end-user the ability to print from any copier and mobile device.
o Authenticates and secures print release using the end-user’s ID badge.
o Tracks and reports all local/network printer usage.

• This agreement includes a monthly allowance for 23,000 black & white impressions and
17,000 color impressions.  Overage print costs will be $0.005 for black & white impressions
and $0.04 for color impressions to be calculated and invoiced quarterly. Based on previous
historical agency usage, we do not anticipate overage costs.

• Staff’s independent cost estimate was $105,144. Staff determined VBS’ price at $159,348
was fair and reasonable as the new copiers offer more functionality and efficiency.

• Virginia Business Systems is certified as a small, woman and minority (SWaM) by the
Virginia Department of Small Business & Supplier Diversity.

• This agreement will be completely funded from the operating budget.
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RECOMMENDATION: 
 
That the Board of Directors authorizes the CEO to enter into a lease agreement with Virginia 
Business Systems for 10 copiers, software, and support.   The lease agreement is valued at 
$159,348 with overage costs of $0.005 per black and white impression and $0.04 per color 
impression.  
 
 
 
 
         
Barbara K. Smith, Secretary Date 
GRTC Board of Directors 
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GRTC Transit System 
Consent Agenda 

Meeting Date: December 20, 2022 
Item Title: Title VI Analysis of January 2023 Service Changes 

BACKGROUND:

GRTC plans to make several service changes on January 29, 2023. Per FTA regulation, 
GRTC is required to conduct an equity analysis with any fare or major service change 
following the methodology outlined in GRTC’s Title VI Program. As GRTC receives 
federal funding, it must adhere to Title VI of the Civil Rights Act of 1964 which prevents 
discrimination based on race, color, or national origin. This analysis ensures changes 
are fair for all customers based on set thresholds. This document summarizes the major 
service changes being made in January 2023 and identifies that these changes did not 
result in a disparate impact to minority populations or disproportionate burden to low-
income populations and are deemed equitable. 

HIGHLIGHTS: 

• Changes:
o Routes 1, 1A, 1B, and 1C short lined to improve on-time performance.
o Frequency increased on routes 1B and 1C to maintain overlapping frequency

along Hull Street.
o Frequency reduced on routes 77 and 78.
o Trip time adjustments to route 29 and 95.

• Impact: No disparate impact or disproportionate burden to GRTC riders.

RECOMMENDATION: 

That the Board of Directors acknowledge and concur with the results of the Title VI 
analysis, which identify that the January 2023 service changes will not result in a 
disparate impact to minority populations or disproportionate burden to low-income 
populations.  

Barbara K. Smith, Secretary Date 
GRTC Board of Directors 
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GRTC Transit System 
Consent Agenda 

Meeting Date: December 20, 2022 
Item Title: 2022 Updated Agency Safety Plan 

HISTORY/OVERVIEW: 

On July 19, 2018, FTA published the Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan (PTASP) Final 
Rule, which requires certain operators of public transportation systems that receive federal 
funds under FTA's Urbanized Area Formula Grants to develop safety plans that include the 
processes and procedures to implement Safety Management Systems (SMS). 

• The PTASP rule became effective on July 19, 2019.
• FTA published a Notice of Enforcement Discretion on April 22, 2020 effectively

extending the PTASP compliance deadline from July 20, 2020 to December 31, 2020.
• FTA published a second Notice of Enforcement Discretion on December 11, 2020

effectively extending the PTASP compliance deadline to July 20, 2021.
• FTA published the Final compliance date of December 31, 2022.

The plan must include safety performance targets which are created by GRTC based on prior 
safety performance data. These targets are based on different type of incidents defined by the 
Federal Transportation Agency, and the targets are evaluated annually. These targets give 
GRTC, guidance as to how they are performing. This will give GRTC an idea of what targeted 
area they may or may not need to improve. The plan also outlines ways to promote safety. The 
plan outlines methods of risk management, hazard identification and management of change. 
The plan outlines ways for the customers as well as the employees to notify management of 
potential hazards. 

The rule applies to all operators of public transportation systems that are recipients and sub-
recipients of federal financial assistance under the Urbanized Area Formula Program (49 U.S.C. 
§ 5307). However, FTA is deferring applicability of this requirement for operators that only
receive funds through FTA’s Enhanced Mobility of Seniors and Individuals with Disabilities
Formula Program (Section 5310) and/or Rural Area Formula Program (Section 5311).

The rule does not apply to agencies that are subject to the safety authority of another federal 
agency, including passenger ferry operators regulated by the U.S. Coast Guard and rail 
operators regulated by the Federal Railroad Administration. 

GRTC ’s Agency Safety Plan was presented to GRTC’s Board of Directors on July 21, 2020 and 
was approved by the board. FTA guidelines requires that GRTC’s Board of Directors approves 
the updated plan by the compliance date of December 31st 2022. Moving forward GRTC’s staff 
will present an overview of the plan and any updates made to the plan to the board annually for 
approval as to keep in compliance with other FTA requirements. 
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RECOMMENDATION: 
 
Staff is recommending that GRTC’s Board of Directors review and approve GRTC’s Updated 
2022 Public Transit Agency Safety Plan. 
 
 
 
              
Barbara K. Smith, Secretary     Date 
GRTC Board of Directors 
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1.  Transit Agency Information 
 

Transit Agency Name GRTC Transit System (GRTC) 

Transit Agency Address 301 East Belt Boulevard, Richmond VA 23224 

Name and Title of 
Accountable Executive 

 
Chief Executive Officer 
 
The Accountable Executive meets the requirements in 49 CFR § 673.5 and 
$673.23(d)(1).  Please see the Roles and Responsibilities of the Accountable 
Executive in Section 4-Safety Management Policy.  
 

Name and Title of SMS 
Executive 

 
Chief of Staff 
 
The SMS Executive meets the requirements of § 673.5 and $673.23(d)(2). 
Please see the Roles and Responsibilities of the Chief Safety Officer in Section 
4-Safety Management Policy. 

Name and Title of GRTC 
Chief Safety Officer 
(CSO) 

 
Director of Risk Management 
 
The Chief Safety Officer meets the requirements of § 673.5 and $673.23(d)(2). 
Please see the Roles and Responsibilities of the Chief Safety Officer in Section 
4-Safety Management Policy. 

Name and Title of 
Contractor Chief Safety 
Officer (CSO) 

 
Safety Manager, National Express Transit 
 
The Chief Safety Officer meets the requirements of § 673.5 and $673.23(d)(2). 
Please see the Roles and Responsibilities of the Chief Safety Officer in Section 
4-Safety Management Policy. 

 
Mode(s) of Service 
Covered by This Plan 

Fixed-route Bus; 
Fixed-route Bus Rapid Transit 
(BRT); 
Demand Response 
Bus/Paratransit 

List All FTA Funding 
Types (e.g., 5307, 

5310, 5311) 

 
5307  

Mode(s) of Service 
Provided by the Transit 
Agency (Directly 
operated or contracted 
service) 

 

 

 

Fixed-route bus – directly operated 
Fixed-route BRT – directly operated 
Demand response bus/paratransit – contracted 
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Does the agency 
provide transit services 
on behalf of another 
transit agency or entity? 

 
NO 

 
 

 
Description of 
Arrangement(s) 

 

N/A 

Name and Address of 
Transit Agency(ies) or 
Entity(ies) for Which 
Service Is Provided 

 

N/A 
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GRTC Overview 

Founded in 1860, the public transit system known today as GRTC Transit System, has operated 
continuously, with one temporary suspension of service during the Civil War, for over 150 years.  Its 
history of being a progressive transit system was established when it was the first public transit agency 
to implement the system wide use of electric streetcars.  That progressive attitude carries forth to 
today, with service improvements and additions such as expanded services for seniors and individuals 
with disabilities, welfare-to-work transportation, vanpool and carpool development, regional taxicab 
oversight, and expanded service to surrounding counties and cities, GRTC Transit System has truly 
become a world class transportation system serving every sector of the Richmond region.  It is one of 
the most efficient transit systems in the United States. 

Jointly owned by the City of Richmond and Chesterfield County, the transit agency was purchased from 
private owners and incorporated as GRTC Transit System, on April 12, 1973, for the purpose of providing 
public transportation service in the Greater Richmond area.  

Our Vision 
GRTC Transit System seeks to become the leading provider of world class transportation services and 
mobility solutions. 

Our Mission 
GRTC Transit System’s mission is to provide clean, safe, and reliable transportation and to improve 
mobility and access throughout Central Virginia. 

Core Values 
• Absolute integrity, competence, and diligence in the performance of our duties. 
• Commitment to providing exceptional customer service. 
• Responsiveness to the needs of the communities we serve. 
• Promotion of the personal and professional growth of our employees. 

 
Our Services 
GRTC provides transportation services to the Richmond VA area and parts of Chesterfield and Henrico 
counties.  These include fixed-route and express route bus service, specialized services such as CARE and 
C-VAN, and RideFinders. 

GRTC Pulse 
In partnership with the U.S. Department of Transportation, the Commonwealth of Virginia (Virginia 
Department of Rail and Public Transportation - DRPT and Virginia Department of Transportation - 
VDOT), the City of Richmond and Henrico County, GRTC and the Project Team launched the GRTC Pulse 
service on Sunday, June 24, 2018.  GRTC Pulse is a modern, high quality, high-capacity rapid transit 
system that serves a 7.6-mile route along Broad Street and Main Street, from Rocketts Landing in the 
City of Richmond to Willow Lawn in Henrico County. 

Demand Response/Paratransit Service Delivery 
GRTC contracts out the scheduling and delivery of its demand response/paratransit services to National 
Express Transit.  National Express Transit has responsibility for hiring, training, and operating all demand 
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response/paratransit services, including scheduling and dispatching those services.  Revenue service 
monitoring of National Express Transit’s delivery of demand response/paratransit services is carried out 
by GRTC Operations Supervisors.  GRTC owns and maintains the vehicles that National Express operates 
to provide this service. 

Board of Directors 

The GRTC Transit System operates under policies set by its Board of Directors, which consists of nine 
members. The City Council of Richmond appoints three, Henrico County appoints three, and the 
Chesterfield County Board of Supervisors appoints three.  Each member's term is for one 
year.  Members are eligible to serve multiple years with each annual appointment. 
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2.  Plan Development, Approval, and Updates 
 

Name of Entity that 
Drafted this Plan GRTC Transit System (GRTC) 

 
Signature by the Safety 
Committee Chair 

Signature of Safety Committee Chair Date of Signature 

Monica Carter 12/7/2022 

 
Signature by the 
Accountable Executive 
 

Signature of Accountable Executive Date of Signature 

  

 

 
Approval by the Board 
of Directors or an 
Equivalent Authority 

Signature of Chairperson of the Board Date of Approval 

  

Relevant Documentation (title and location) 

 

Certification of 
Compliance 

 

 

 

 

The ASP addresses all applicable requirements and standards as set forth in FTA’s Public Transportation 
Safety Program and the National Public Transportation Safety Plan. 

Annual Review and Update of the Agency Safety Plan  
This Agency Safety Plan and its safety performance targets are jointly reviewed, updated, and 
approved by the SMS Executive, the Chief Safety Officer, and the Safety Committee annually. 
 
Specifically, GRTC will review its safety plan when it:  

a. Determines its approach to mitigation safety deficiencies is ineffective 
b. Makes signification changes to service delivery 
c. Introduces new processes or procedures that may impact safety 
d. Changes of re-prioritizing resources available to support SMS 
e. Significantly changes its organizational structure 
f. Annually, pursuant to 49 CFR Part 673.11(a)(5) 
 

The Safety Committee and Accountable Executive reviews and approves any changes, signs the new 
ASP, and forwards it to the GRTC Board of Directors for final review and approval. 
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3.  Safety Performance   
 

Safety Performance Targets 

The targets listed below are based on reviews of the previous five years of GRTC’s safety performance data. 

 
Mode of Transit 

Service 

 
atalities 
(total) 

Fatalities 
(per 100 

thousand 
VRM) 

 
Injuries 
(total) 

Injuries (per 
100 

thousand 
VRM) 

 
Safety 
Events 
(total) 

Safety Events 
(per 100 

thousand 
VRM) 

System 
Reliability 

(VRM / 
failures) 

Fixed Route Bus 0 0 29 0.48 34 0.51 7,500 

Demand 
Response/Paratransit 

0 0 5 0.08 8 0.15 13,500 

 

 

Safety Performance Target Coordination 

 
The Accountable Executive shares safety performance targets with the Richmond Metropolitan Planning 
Organization (MPO) each year subsequent to its formal adoption by the GRTC Board of Directors.  The 
Accountable Executive also provides a copy of the formally adopted Safety Plan to the Virginia Department 
of Transportation (VDOT). Upon request, GRTC personnel are available to coordinate with VDOT and MPO 
designated personnel in the selection of VDOT and MPO safety performance targets. 

Targets Transmitted to the 
State 

State Entity Name Date Targets Transmitted 

Virginia Department of Transportation  

Targets Transmitted to the 
Metropolitan Planning 

Organization(s) 

Metropolitan Planning Organization Name Date Targets Transmitted 

Richmond Metropolitan Planning Organization  
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4. Risk Reduction Program
GRTC has a risk reduction program for transit operations to improve safety by reducing the number and
rates of accident, injuries, and assaults on transit workers based on data submitted to the National
Transit Database.

This Risk Reduction Program addresses visibility impairments for bus operators including retrofits to 
buses in revenue service and specifications for future procurements. The Risk Reduction Program also 
addresses the mitigation of assaults through infrastructure and technology on buses, including barriers 
to restrict unwanted entry into work stations for bus operators. The Safety Committee is actively 
involved in these activities and many other activities designed to reduce risk.  

5. Public Health
GRTC develops and implements strategies to minimize exposure to infectious diseases through its safety 
risk management process, consistent with guidelines of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention 
and state and local health authorities. 

6. Development and Implementation of a Safety Management System
GRTC has established, implemented, and is operating an SMS appropriately scaled to the size, scope, 
and complexity of our transit agency. This SMS addresses Safety Management Policy, Safety Risk 
Management, Safety Assurance, and Safety Promotion. To support the effectiveness of the GRTC SMS, 
GRTC has developed an SMS Operations Plan that describes in detail how it implements the GRTC 
Agency Safety Plan.  

7. Safety Management Policy

SAFETY MANAGEMENT POLICY STATEMENT 

Safety is a core value at Greater Richmond Transit Company (GRTC), and managing safety is a core 
business function. GRTC develops, implements, maintains, and continuously improves processes to 
ensure the safety of our customers, employees and the public. GRTC is committed to the 
following safety objectives: 

• Communicating the purpose and benefits of the Safety Management System (SMS) to all staff,
managers, supervisors, and employees. This communication will specifically define the duties
and responsibilities of each employee throughout the organization, and all employees will
receive appropriate information and SMS training.

• Providing a culture of open reporting of all safety concerns and ensuring that no action will be
taken against any employee who discloses a safety concern through GRTC’s employee safety
reporting program unless such disclosure indicates beyond any reasonable doubt an illegal act,
gross negligence, or a deliberate or willful disregard of regulations or procedures.

• Providing appropriate management involvement and the necessary resources to establish an
effective reporting system that will encourage employees to communicate and report any
unsafe work conditions, hazards, or at-risk behavior to the management team.
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• Identifying hazardous and unsafe work conditions and analyzing data from the employee 
reporting system. After thoroughly analyzing provided data, the transit operations division will 
develop processes and procedures to mitigate safety risk to an acceptable level. 

• Establishing safety performance targets that are realistic, measurable, and data-driven. 
Continually improving our safety performance through management processes that ensure 
appropriate safety management action is taken and is effective. 

 
         SMS Executive/ Chief of Staff/ Interim CEO – Sheryl Adams  

 
Safety Management Policy Communication 

The SMS Executive, with support from the GRTC Chief Safety Officer (CSO), leads all SMS activities and is 
responsible for communicating the Safety Management Policy Statement (SMPS) to all of our employees. 
The SMPS is communicated through a combination of posting on notice boards, the intranet, and 
distribution of information at safety meetings, training sessions and through emails. 
 

Authorities, Accountabilities, and Responsibilities 

Roles and Responsibilities of the Accountable Executive 
The Accountable Executive has the ultimate responsibility for carrying out the Agency Safety Plan. The 
Accountable Executive has control or direction over the human and capital resources needed to develop 
and maintain this Agency Safety Plan. 
 
The Accountable Executive is accountable for ensuring that GRTC effectively implements its SMS 
throughout the agency and addresses SMS substandard safety performance. The Accountable Executive 
is responsible for signing SMS implementation planning documents and endorsing SMS implementation 
team membership. 
 
The Accountable Executive may delegate specific responsibilities, but the ultimate accountability for 
GRTC's safety performance cannot be delegated and always rests with the Accountable Executive. 
 
The Accountable Executive’s role includes, but is not limited to:  

• Decision-making about human and capital resources needed to support asset management, SMS 
activities, and capital investments  

• Maintaining the Transit Asset Management (TAM) Plan 
• Signing SMS implementation planning documents, and ensuring that SMS is effectively 

implemented throughout our public transportation system 
• Ensuring action is taken to address substandard performance in our SMS 
• Endorsing SMS implementation team membership 
• Other duties as assigned/necessary 
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Role and Responsibilities of the SMS Executive 
The Accountable Executive designates the Chief of Staff as GRTC’s SMS Executive. The SMS Executive has 
the following authority, accountability, and responsibilities under this plan: 

• Develops GRTC’s ASP and SMS policies and procedures 
• Advises the Accountable Executive on SMS progress and status 
• Oversees the implementation and operation of GRTC’s SMS 
• Identifies substandard performance in GRTC's SMS and develops action plans for approval by 

the Accountable Executive 
• Ensures GRTC’s policies are consistent with GRTC’s safety objectives 

 
Role and Responsibilities of the GRTC Chief Safety Officer 
The Accountable Executive designates the Director of Risk Management as GRTC’s Chief Safety Officer 
(CSO). GRTC’s Chief Safety Officer has the following authority, accountability, and responsibility under 
this plan: 

• Ensures and helps carry out day-to-day implementation and operation of GRTC's SMS 
• Manages GRTC’s Employee Safety Reporting Program (ESRP) 
• Advises the SMS Executive on SMS progress and status 
• Ensures GRTC’s policies are consistent with GRTC’s safety objectives  
• Leads GRTC Safety Risk Management process 
• Establishes and maintains GRTC’s Safety Risk Register to monitor and analyze trends in hazards, 

occurrences, incidents, and accidents 
• Provides SRM expertise and support for other GRTC personnel in conducting and overseeing 

Safety Assurance activities 
• In the absence of the SMS Executive, the CSO will have oversight responsibility for SMS 

implementation and operation 
• When necessary, the CSO has direct access to the Accountable Executive 

 
Role and Responsibilities of the National Express Transit Chief Safety Officer 
National Express Transit’s Chief Safety Officer has a direct line of reporting to the GRTC Accountable 
Executive, as necessary, and has the following authority, accountability, and responsibilities under this 
plan: 

• Hiring demand response/paratransit bus operators 
• Training demand response/paratransit bus operators 
• Overseeing the scheduling and dispatching of demand response/paratransit service 
• Monitoring demand response/paratransit bus operator safety-related performance 
• Helping to carry out day-to-day implementation and operation of GRTC's SMS within the 

demand response/paratransit service delivery 
• Other duties, as necessary 

 
Agency Leadership and Executive Management Roles 
Members of GRTC's leadership has the authority and responsibility for the day-to-day implementation 
and operation of our SMS. 
 
GRTC Agency Leadership and Executive Management include: 
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• Chief Executive Officer (Accountable Executive)  
• Chief of Staff (SMS Executive) 
• Chief of Transit Operations 
• Assistant Chief of Transit Operations 
• Director of Maintenance 
• Assistant Director of Maintenance 
• Director of Risk Management (Chief Safety Officer)  
• Director of Human Resources 
• Director of Procurement  
• Director of Planning and Scheduling 
• Training Manager 
• Management of Change 
 

 
Agency Leadership and Executive Management are accountable and responsible for this plan. Roles 
include, but are not limited to:  

• Implementation and operation of our SMS, within the functions in which they have 
responsibility 

• Providing input into the allocation of resources within the functions in which they have the 
responsibility to accomplish the goals and objectives of the agency safety plan 

• Oversight of day-to-day operations, and maintaining compliance with the agency safety plan, 
within the functions in which they have responsibility 

• Modifying policies to be consistent with the implementation of the agency safety plan 
 
 
Key Staff Roles 
Key staff are accountable and responsible for this plan.  Roles include but are not limited to:  

• Assisting the CSO in developing, implementing, and operating the SMS. Based on responsibilities 
and expertise, the key staff assists in hazard identification, safety risk assessment, safety risk 
mitigation, safety performance monitoring, safety performance measurement, safety training, 
and safety communication activities. 

• Are subject matter experts in hazard identification, safety risk assessment, safety risk mitigation, 
and safety performance monitoring activities.  

 
Subject Matter Expert Committee 
The Subject Matter Expert Committee consists of representatives from different departments and meets 
bi-weekly to review safety issues, concerns, or conditions reported through our employee safety 
reporting program or by the general public. The committee determines the validity of safety hazards and 
determines whether or not it go should through the safety risk management process.  Any identified 
hazard deemed a real and immediate threat to life, property, or the environment is immediately 
reported to the Accountable Executive and addressed through the SRM process for safety risk 
assessment and mitigation. All activities undertaken by the Subject Matter Expert Committee are 
documented in the minutes of the meeting as well as in the Safety Risk Register. 
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Safety Committee 
Safety Committee Meetings focus on the general safety of the campus. It consists of equal numbers of 
management and front-line employees. Five management employees and five front line employees. The 
Safety Committee has the responsibility to approve the Agency Safety Plan before it goes to the GRTC 
Board of Directors for approval. 
 
This committee includes operations, maintenance, and facility managers and front-line employees. 
Meeting activities are documented through an agenda and meeting minutes. The Safety Committee 
focuses on general concerns, hazard identification, and risk mitigation recommendations.  
 
This committee assists in identifying mitigations and strategies that may be ineffective, inappropriate, or 
not implement as intended. It also assists in identifying safety deficiencies for the purpose of continuous 
improvement.  
 
This committee is responsible for identifying and recommending risk-based mitigations or strategies 
necessary to reduce the likelihood and severity of consequences identified through the agency’s safety 
risk assessment process. 
 

Employee Safety Reporting Program 

GRTC has established and implemented a formal safety reporting program that allows employees and 
contracted employees to voluntarily report any safety issues, conditions, or concerns that are seen their 
day-to-day delivery of transit services. This voluntary safety reporting program is separate from the 
mandatory reporting requirements for accidents and incidents. 
 
The Employee Safety Reporting Program (ESRP) provides protections for employees who report safety 
issues, concerns, or conditions. It ensures that disciplinary action will not be applied, and employees 
have protection against reprisal or any other adverse action for reporting a safety issue, concern, or 
condition.  
 
The ESRP also describes employee behaviors that are not protected under the program and may result 
in disciplinary action, such as an employee engaged in an illegal act, committed gross negligence, or 
deliberately or willfully disregarded regulations or procedures.  Employees who report safety issues, 
concerns, and conditions are generally protected under Occupational Safety and Health Administration 
whistleblower protections. 
 
The ESRP clarifies:  

• What to report, what not to report and how to report 
• What managers should do when employees report safety concerns  
• How reports are documented 
• How employees receive feedback about the results of their reports 

 
The reporting system is simple to use and available to all GRTC and contracted personnel. The ESRP 
addresses the following:  

• Who is responsible for developing and managing the employee safety reporting program  
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• Timely response to employee safety reports  
• How the agency provides feedback to employees on the action(s) taken to address the reported 

safety issue, condition, or concern 
• Investigation of reported safety issues, conditions, or concerns for causal or contributing factors  
• How the transit system documents and reviews safety issues, conditions, or concerns to 

determine if a hazard exists  
• If the issue is determined to be a hazard, how the hazard is entered into the safety risk 

management process 
 
GRTC is committed to providing feedback to internal and contracted employees who report a safety 
issue, condition, or concern. This feedback is provided directly in a one-on-one conversation or through 
the safety meeting platform.  The feedback addresses what, if any action, is performed to address 
reported safety issues, conditions, or concerns. 
 
GRTC’s ESRP encourages employees to report safety issues, concerns, or conditions of their day-to-day 
duties to senior management in good faith and without fear of retribution.  Employees can report safety 
conditions: 

• Directly to their supervisor, who documents the reports and emails the information to the CSO 
• Over the radio to dispatcher, who documents the reports using CLEVER software and emails the 

information to the CSO 
• Anonymously via a locked suggestion box in the main lobby, the operator’s lounge, and the 

foreman’s office in maintenance 
• To SafetySuggestions@ridegrtc.com, either anonymously or by name 
• Through the safety hotline at 804-474-9930 “GRTC Safety Hotline”, either anonymously or by 

name 
 
More detailed documentation of the ESRP is kept in the CSO’s office.  GRTC ensures a description of the 
ESRP is provided to all current employees during the orientations on employee safety reporting.  New 
employees receive information on our ESRP during new-hire orientation. 

 
 
8.  Safety Risk Management (SRM) 
 
GRTC and National Express Transit use SRM processes as a primary method to ensure the safety of 
operations, passengers, employees, vehicles, and facilities. It is a process wherein hazards and their 
consequences are identified, assessed for potential safety risk and resolved in a manner acceptable to 
transit leadership. The SRM process allows GRTC to carefully examine potential causes for harm; 
determining whether sufficient precautions have minimized the harm or if further mitigations are 
necessary. 
 
The CSO leads GRTC’s SRM process, works with subject matter experts to identify hazards and 
consequences; assesses the safety risk of potential consequences; and mitigates safety risk. The results 
of the SRM process are documented in our Safety Risk Register and referenced materials. 
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The SRM process applies to operations, maintenance, facilities, vehicles, personnel recruitment, 
employee training, supervision, and other functions as appropriate.  
 
Overall, the SRM process includes the following steps that are carried out under the guidance of the 
CSO, with input from appropriate subject matter experts: 

• Identifies hazards 
• Identifies the potential consequences of each hazard 
• Evaluates consequences in terms of probability and severity 
• Prioritizes risk using our formal risk matrix 
• Communicates prioritized risk to the Accountable Executive 
• Based on the Accountable Executive’s approval, creates safety risk mitigations to eliminate or 

reduce the effects of hazards. 
• Implements the mitigation 
• Creates a strategy for monitoring mitigation effectiveness 

 
In carrying out the SRM process, GRTC uses the following terms: 

• Safety event – Any accident, incident, or occurrence. 
• Hazard – Any real or potential condition that can cause injury, illness, death, damage to/loss of 

facilities, equipment, rolling stock, or infrastructure belonging to GRTC, or damage to the 
environment. 

• Risk – Composite of predicted severity and likelihood of the potential effect of a hazard. 
• Risk Mitigation – Method(s) to eliminate or reduce the effects of hazards. 
• Consequence – An effect of a hazard involving injury, illness, death, or damage to GRTC property 

or the environment. 
 

Safety Hazard Identification – GRTC 

All subsequent safety risk management activities are contingent on effectively identifying sources for 
hazard identification.  It is also contingent on the processes to obtain information on hazards. 
 
GRTC developed methods and processes to identify hazards and consequences of the hazards.  As 
sources for hazard identification, GRTC considers the data and information provided by our Board of 
Directors, FTA and VDOT. GRTC considers the results of its asset condition assessments when 
performing safety hazard identification activities through the SMS. The results of the condition 
assessments and safety risk management activities help inform and determine whether the asset meets 
the state of good repair standards under 49 CFR Part 625.  
 
The CSO is responsible for overseeing GRTC’s hazard identification process, including documenting 
identified hazards and ensuring subject matter experts identify potential consequences of those 
hazards. Information related to hazard identification and consequence determination is stored in the  
Safety Risk Register, where hazards are identified and subsequent related activities are documented. 
 
The safety hazard identification process helps identify hazards and potential consequences in the 
operation and maintenance of our system. GRTC identifies hazards through a variety of sources, 
including: 
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• The employee safety reporting program 
• The Subject Matter Expert Committee 
• Contractor safety reporting 
• Review of vehicle camera footage 
• Review of monthly performance data and safety performance targets 
• Observations by and reports from supervisors 
• Reports from Dispatchers, radio operators, and trainers 
• Pre- and post-trip vehicle maintenance reports 
• Maintenance reports 
• Comments from customers, passengers, and third parties 
• Reviews of information concerning bus operator assaults 
• Safety Committee and Safety Meetings 
• Results of audits and inspections of vehicles and facilities 
• Results of training assessments 
• Results of internal safety audits 
• Investigations into safety events, incidents, and occurrences 
• City and County road condition reports 
• VDOT fleet inspections and audits 
• FTA and other oversight authority agencies 
• Other sources of hazard identification as applicable 

 
GRTC documents hazards in the Safety Risk Register resulting from of reviews of our operations and 
maintenance; results of audits and observations; and information received from FTA and other oversight 
authorities, including the National Transportation Safety Board. 
 
GRTC may conduct further analysis of hazards and consequences entered into the Safety Risk Register to 
collect information; identify additional consequences; and to inform management which hazards need 
priority for safety risk assessment. In following up on identified hazards, GRTC may: 

• Reach out to the reporting party, if available, to gather all known information about the 
reported hazard 

• Conduct a walk-through the affected area, assess the possible hazardous condition/s, generate 
visual documentation (photographs and/or video), and take any measurements that are 
deemed necessary 

• Conduct interviews with employees in the area to gather potentially relevant information on the 
reported hazard 

• Review any documentation associated with the hazard (such as records, reports, procedures, 
inspections, technical documents, etc.) 

• Contact other departments associated with or have technical knowledge relevant to the 
reported hazard 

• Review any previously reported hazards of a similar nature 
• Evaluate tasks and/or processes associated with the reported hazard 

 
Any identified hazard that poses a real and immediate threat to life, property, or the environment is 
immediately brought to the attention of the Accountable Executive and addressed through the SRM 
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process for safety risk assessment and mitigation. This signifies the CSO’s belief that immediate 
intervention is necessary to preserve life, prevent major property destruction, or avoid harm to the 
environment. 
 
GRTC involves subject matter experts in the safety hazard identification process by matching the 
experience and expertise of the individual(s) with the analyzed hazard For example, if the hazard is 
operations related, then the primary subject matter experts may be from operations; if the hazard is 
vehicle maintenance related, that type of hazard requires vehicle maintenance expertise and skills.  
 
Determination of the potential consequences of hazards drives the safety risk assessment activities. 
Hazards do not cause damage. It is the consequences of the hazards that cause injuries and death; 
destroy property; harm the environment; or impair the ability of a transit provider to deliver transit 
services. The subject matter experts identify the potential consequences of hazards, keeping in mind 
that a single hazard could have many potential consequences. Each potential consequence is identified 
and recorded. 
 
The CSO is responsible for documenting hazards and their potential consequences, and the SMS 
Executive is responsible for ensuring this documentation is occurring.  Documentation is stored in the 
CSO’s office. 
 

Safety Hazard Identification – National Express Transit 

GRTC has ensured National Express Transit provide the list of reporting sources to identifying hazards.  
Additionally, GRTC has ensured National Express Transit to submit descriptions of its methodologies and 
mechanisms used for recording safety issues and concerns.   
 
Generally, National Express Transit follows a similar safety hazard identification process to that of GRTC, 
including workplace inspections, pre- and post-trip inspections of vans to help ensure safe operation and 
workability; monthly safety meetings that provide an opportunity for employees to communicate safety 
concerns; regular operational checks; and ride-along evaluations. 
 
National Express Transit also provided descriptions of its processes for reacting to an identified safety 
concern or issue that requires immediate attention, as well as the processes for determining the 
potential consequences of identified hazards. 
 
GRTC periodically confirms National Express Transit’s hazard identification activities are consistent with 
the hazard identification processes submitted to GRTC.   
 

Safety Risk Assessment – GRTC 

GRTC established processes to assess the safety risk associated with identified safety hazards. These 
safety risk assessment processes include an assessment of the likelihood and severity of the 
consequences of the hazards, including existing mitigations and prioritization of the hazards, based on 
the safety risk.  
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Assessing the likelihood and severity of hazard consequences is the first step in prioritizing safety risk. 
GRTC established procedures for assessing the safety risk of the consequences of identified safety 
hazards and prioritizing the hazards based on this safety risk. GRTC assesses safety risk in terms of 
likelihood (the probability of a consequence occurring) and severity (the seriousness of a consequence, 
if it does occur). A color-coded safety risk index provides a rating system to use with a safety risk 
assessment matrix to prioritize safety risk.  The safety risk assessment matrix helps determine the 
probability and severity of consequences and allows for prioritization of safety risk. The safety risk 
assessment risk matrix is located in Appendix E. 
 
GRTC chooses subject matter experts to involve in safety risk assessment by matching their experience 
and expertise to the type of hazard under assessment. This assessment is carried out by the Subject 
Matter Expert Committee under the guidance of GRTC’s CSO using the aforementioned safety risk 
assessment matrix. 
 
Safety risk prioritization is linked to safety risk mitigation creation. Prioritizing safety risk provides the 
Accountable Executive with the information needed to make decisions about resource application. It 
helps GRTC apply limited time, financial and human resources to the highest priority transit safety risk. 
 
The Accountable Executive, with input from the SMS Executive and the CSO, is the ultimate decision-
maker on applying resources to mitigate high priority transit safety risk. Therefore, high priority transit 
safety risks are communicated to the Accountable Executive.  GRTC defined and documented the 
process and criteria for when to elevate a high priority transit safety risk to the Accountable Executive. 
Responsibility for communicating high priority safety risk to the Accountable Executive resides with the 
SMS Executive. 
 

Safety Risk Assessment – National Express Transit 

National Express Transit’s CSO works in partnership with the GRTC CSO to assess the safety risk of the 
demand response/paratransit service. 
 
National Express Transit provided descriptions of how it elevates safety risk assessment information to 
GRTC’s CSO and how it gains approval for moving forward with creating safety risk mitigations. National 
Express Transit also provided descriptions of its methodologies for documenting safety risk assessment 
activities and the results of those activities.   
 
Generally speaking, National Express Transit follows a safety risk assessment process similar to GRTC’s.   
This process includes using a safety risk matrix to help prioritize safety risk. 
 
GRTC periodically confirms National Express Transit’s safety risk assessment activities are consistent 
with the processes that National Express Transit submitted to the GRTC.   
 

Safety Risk Mitigation – GRTC 

Developing safety risk mitigations to proactively reduce our safety risk is the culmination of the safety 
risk management process.  GRTC established processes to identify mitigations or strategies to address 
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the results of safety risk assessment activities. These activities help reduce the likelihood and severity of 
the consequences of identified hazards. The CSO is responsible for guiding and overseeing the Subject 
Matter Expert Committee during the risk mitigation process. The SMS Executive reviews any safety risk 
mitigations that require additional resources or changes in agency policy and presents them to the 
Accountable Executive for approval.  
 
GRTC established procedural steps for creating safety risk mitigations that address the potential 
consequences of a prioritized risk. The steps include how to determine when safety risk mitigation is 
necessary, and the job function(s) or position(s) that is responsible for creating mitigations. Within these 
procedural steps, forms are referenced to create mitigations.  GRTC describes how the activity results 
are recorded and where these recorded results are stored or maintained. GRTC understands the goal of 
mitigation is to reduce assessed safety risk to an acceptable level.  It is unrealistic to assume that GRTC  
will be able to completely eliminate all safety risk.  
 
GRTC’s safety risk mitigation steps include: 

• Examining the consequences of hazards and their probability and severity 
• Developing strategies to reduce the probability and/or severity of those consequences 
• Ensuring the strategy can be implemented with available resources 
• Turning the strategy into a mitigation plan 
• Putting the mitigation plan into place 
• Creating a plan for monitoring the effectiveness of the mitigation 

After creating a safety risk mitigation, subject matter experts under the guidance of the CSO develop 
and document a strategy for implementing the mitigation.  These implementation strategies include: 

• The responsible person for implementing the mitigation 
• Where the mitigation resides within agency activities 
• How the mitigation is implemented  
• The length implementation 
• Creating a Mitigation Monitoring Plan (MMP) 

 
GRTC needs to know the mitigations are working. When developing a mitigation, GRTC defines and 
documents how the mitigation will positively impact safety performance. GRTC can then monitor 
whether a positive impact is occurring and determine if the mitigation is effective. Under the guidance 
of the CSO, the subject matter experts involved in creating a safety risk mitigation, decide the best way 
to monitor the effectiveness of the mitigation. This includes developing and documenting monitoring 
strategies. GRTC creates strategies for monitoring the effectiveness of mitigations. These strategies 
provide consistency in monitoring activities regardless of whether the mitigation is implemented in 
operations, maintenance, or administration. 
 
GRTC understands that in order to successfully implement mitigation and monitor activities, a formal 
communication process must be in place in addition to monitoring strategies for operations, 
maintenance or administration staff. This communication feeds cross-functional ownership in SMS 
processes for employees who create the mitigations even though they may not be the same employees 
that implement and monitor the mitigations. 
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Strong documentation of safety risk mitigations feeds safety performance monitoring. GRTC established 
and documented how to record various safety risk mitigation activities and outcomes. Within this 
process, GRTC references any forms that are used during safety risk mitigation activities and where the 
completed records of safety risk mitigation activities are stored.  
 

Safety Risk Mitigation – National Express Transit 

National Express Transit’s CSO has partnered with GRTC’s CSO to create safety risk mitigations for the 
demand response/paratransit service. 
 
National Express Transit provided GRTC with process descriptions for creating safety risk mitigations and 
developing strategies to implement the mitigations.  National Express Transit also provided GRTC with 
their process for developing strategies to monitor the effectiveness of its mitigations and recording 
safety risk mitigation activities.   
 
National Express Transit has standard operating procedures based on the concept of risks/concerns for 
the company. Employees are required to undergo yearly safety refresher training sessions. In addition, it 
conducts on the road evaluations and requires annual training for situations that it considers high risk. 
 
GRTC periodically ensures that National Express Transit’s safety risk mitigation activities are consistent 
with the processes submitted to the GRTC.   
 
9.  Safety Assurance 
 
GRTC has the following processes in place to:  

• Monitor operations for compliance with and sufficiency of its policies and procedures 
• Monitor vehicle and facility maintenance to ensure that performed maintenance is consistent 

with safely meeting; its operational requirements; and maintenance activities are compliant 
with all regulatory requirements, policies, and procedures 

• Monitor operations and vehicle maintenance function to identify any safety risk mitigations that 
may be ineffective, inappropriate, or were not implemented as intended  

• Conduct investigations of safety events to identify causal factors 
• Monitor the effectiveness of employee safety reporting program.  

 

Safety Performance Monitoring and Measurement 

GRTC has many processes in place to monitor our entire transit system for compliance with operations 
and maintenance procedures, including: 

• Safety audits 
• Informal inspections 
• Regular review of on-board camera footage to assess drivers and specific incidents 
• Safety surveys 
• Investigation of safety occurrences 
• Safety review before the launch or modification of any facet of service 
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• Daily data gathering and monitoring of data relating to the delivery of service 
• Regular vehicle inspections and preventative and corrective maintenance assessments 

 
On a quarterly and annual basis, the Safety Committee compares the results from the above processes to 
recent performance trends to determine where corrective action is needed.  The Safety Committee 
enters any identified non-compliant or ineffective activities, including mitigations, to the SRM process 
for reevaluation. 
 
Internal reviews are performed to ensure all areas of GRTC complies with external regulatory 
requirements and internal policies and procedures.  Major activities involved in internal safety reviews 
include:  

• Examination of documentation  
• Analysis of safety data and information 
• Observation of equipment, facilities, and in-process tasks  
• Evaluation of system operations and policies and procedures 
• Interviews with management and relevant staff  
• Examination of maintenance procedures and recall information  

 
GRTC monitors a range of internal safety reporting programs including but not limited to OSHA 
reporting, information on safety events that is shared with our insurance pool, results from drug and 
alcohol programs, results from customer service reports, results of internal safety reviews, and outputs 
from data systems that track safety performance information.   
 
Results from the above processes are compared to recent performance trends that determine where 
corrective actions are needed.  Identified non-compliant or ineffective activities, including resulting 
mitigations, are reevaluated through the SRM process. 
 
Operations Monitoring 
Operations management and supervisors as well as safety professionals and training staff, are 
responsible for ensuring and documenting the system’s compliance of the operations policies and 
procedures.  They are responsible for ensuring and documenting the sufficiency of operations policies 
and procedures. GRTC has checklists and forms that are used to drive and document operations 
monitoring activities. This documentation is stored within the safety performance monitoring files 
located in GRTC CSO’s office. 
 
The operational areas that are monitored for compliance with policies and procedures include but are 
not limited to: 

• Bus operator pre-trip inspections 
• Bus operator behind the wheel performance 
• Bus operator passenger assistance 
• Bus operator emergency response  
• Operation Supervisor and Dispatch activities  
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When monitoring activities to determine noncompliance with operations policies and procedures (or 
inadequacies of those policies and procedures), GRTC uses this information to feed hazard identification 
and safety risk assessment process.  
 
Descriptions of these documented processes include: 

• The job functions of who is responsible for different areas of field observations  
• Recording of field observations results 
• Location(s) of where records are stored 
• How hazards are addressed  
• How safety issues are identified during field observations 

 
GRTC has special procedures for monitoring the Pulse BRT service.  These procedures encompass not 
only vehicle movement during service delivery, but Pulse station platforms too.  Additionally, GRTC 
contracts out fare inspection activities. Fare inspectors are required to notify GRTC, through 
management, of any safety or security concerns regarding station platforms.    
 
GRTC has emergency response procedure checklists available to supervisors and dispatchers to help 
direct response to bus operators who may experience an emergency during revenue service. 
 
National Express Transit regularly monitors the demand response/paratransit operations.  GRTC has a 
process to ensure National Express Transit performs services consistent with its safety-related policies 
and procedures. These monitoring activities are carried about by the GRTC CSO and Operations 
Supervisors. These activities are documented and on file in GRTC CSO’s office.  
 
 
Vehicle Maintenance Monitoring 
GRTC monitors the following areas within the vehicle maintenance function and documents all 
monitoring activities and their results including:  

• Adherence to preventive maintenance schedules 
• Effectiveness of corrective maintenance activities 
• Maintenance-related vehicle road calls 
• Safety defect reporting process 
• Documenting preventive and corrective maintenance performance 

 
The Director and the Assistant Director of Maintenance regularly: 

• Monitor compliance with the preventive maintenance schedule 
• Review work orders related to corrective maintenance activities 
• Review road call activities 

 
Maintenance Supervisors regularly monitor and document mechanic preventive and corrective 
maintenance performance.  This information is used to drive mechanic coaching, training to and 
discipline. 
 
All vehicle maintenance activities related to both preventive and corrective maintenance are recorded in 
GRTC’s RTA software. 
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Facility, Shop, and Hazardous Materials (HAZMAT) Safety Inspections 
GRTC carries out periodic facility, shop, and HAZMAT safety inspections that are documented. GRTC uses 
checklists to conduct and document inspections, including but not limited to: 

• Contractor performance
• Fork trucks
• Scissor lift
• Energy control procedures
• Facilities
• EHS maintenance
• Respirators and respiratory protection
• Overhead crane
• Bloodborne pathogens
• Chemical handling and storage
• Electrical safety
• Fall protection
• Hand and portable power tools
• HAZCOM
• Hearing conservation
• Hot work
• Lockout/tag-out
• Machine guarding
• Overhead cranes
• Personal protective equipment
• Portable fire extinguishers
• Powered industrial trucks
• Spill response
• Spill prevention
• Walking and working surfaces
• Safety data sheets

Facility safety inspections are performed regularly and documented on a checklist. Facilty/safety staff 
ensure that identified conditions are addressed.  

Bus stop maintenance includes trash removal, cleaning, and general safety inspections.  These 
inspections are documented, and conditions needing addressing are resolved. 

All GRTC facility maintenance documentation is kept on file in the Facilities and Engineering office. 

Facilities and Engineering staff, along with maintenance staff, carry out regular shop safety inspections. 
Documentation is stored in the office of Facilities and Engineering. 
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GRTC performs periodic HAZMAT inspections that include reviewing Safety Data Sheets, HAZMAT 
container labeling, and availability of HAZMAT response equipment (eye-wash stations).  These 
inspections include reviewing employee response procedures for HAZMAT release.  The inspections also 
include “Right to Know” training on self-protection from HAZMAT release and HAZMAT disposal 
procedures.  Inspections are documented and are on file in the Facilities and Engineering office. 
 
Fire Hazard and Fire Extinguisher Inspections 
External experts conduct periodic fire hazard inspections of all GRTC facilities. GRTC ensures any 
identified fire hazards are addressed.  
 
GRTC ensures all fire extinguishers mounted throughout GRTC facilities are regularly inspected.   
 
Fire hazard and fire extinguisher inspection documentation is on file in the office of Facilities and 
Engineering.  
 
Field Observations of Service Delivery 
The Planning and Scheduling Department involves Operations and Safety professionals early in fixed-
route and Pulse scheduling as well as run-cut activities.  GRTC uses field observations, GPS/AVL, and 
feedback from operators, supervisors, and dispatchers to determine our ability to operate services 
safely and on-time, while including sufficient operator relief time. GRTC makes every attempt to 
minimize the number of near-side and mid-block bus stops, as well as left turns without arrows.  
 
GRTC has documented processes for conducting field observations of safety-related concerns of the 
following elements of service delivery: 

• Bus stops 
• Bus transfer locations 
• Fixed-route schedules and service delivery 
• Pulse BRT schedules and service delivery 
• Demand response scheduling 
• Demand response service delivery  

 
GRTC CSO has overall responsibility for ensuring that monitoring is performed and documented. 
Monitoring is performed primarily by Planning and Scheduling staff.  If deficiencies are noted during the 
monitoring process, they are addressed through our safety risk management process.  Planning and 
Scheduling and operations management are involved in determining changes if monitoring activities 
determine the need for route, schedule, bus stop, or transfer location changes.  
 
All documentation-related to service delivery monitoring and resulting changes in service delivery are 
kept on file in Planning and Scheduling. 
 
Risk Mitigation Monitoring  
GRTC CSO is ultimately responsible for monitoring operations to identify any safety risk mitigations that 
may be ineffective, inappropriate, or not implemented as intended. The actual field monitoring of the 
mitigations is often carried out by subject matter experts, including those that assisted in the creation of 
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the mitigation of the SRM process. It is guided by the MMP that was created during Safety Risk 
Mitigation under the SRM. 
 
GRTC documents how to administer these monitoring strategies to periodically assess the effectiveness 
of safety risk mitigations.  
 
Activities to monitor the effectiveness of safety risk mitigations ultimately assists in determining 
whether: 

• The existing mitigation is working as desired  
• The existing mitigation needs modification to work as desired 
• The existing mitigation is not working and needs to be replaced 
• The existing mitigation is no longer needed 

 
GRTC CSO maintains a list of safety risk mitigations in the Safety Risk Register. The mechanism for 
monitoring safety risk mitigations varies depending on the mitigation. 
 
GRTC CSO establishes one or more mechanisms to monitor safety risk mitigations as part of the 
mitigation implementation process.  The CSO also assigns monitoring tasks to the appropriate Director, 
Manager, or Supervisor. Monitoring mechanisms may include tracking a specific metric on daily, weekly, 
or monthly logs or reports, conducting job performance observations, or other activities. The CSO 
endeavors to use existing GRTC processes and activities before assigning new information collection 
activities. 
 
GRTC CSO and the Subject Matter Expert Committee along with the Safety Committee review the 
performance of individual safety risk mitigations during bi-monthly meetings, based on the reporting 
schedule determined for each mitigation. They also determine if a specific safety risk mitigation is not 
implemented or performing as intended. If the mitigation is not implemented or performed as intended, 
the committee will propose different course of action to modify the mitigation or take other actions to 
manage the safety risk. The CSO will approve or modify this proposed course of action and oversee its 
execution. 
 
GRTC’s CSO and the Subject Matter Expert Committee along with the Safety Committee also monitor 
GRTC’s operations on a large scale to identify mitigations that may be ineffective, inappropriate, or not 
implemented as intended by: 

• Reviewing the results of accident, incident, and occurrence investigations 
• Monitoring employee safety reporting 
• Reviewing the results of internal safety audits and inspections 
• Analyzing operational and safety data to identify emerging safety concerns 

 
The GRTC CSO works with the Subject Matter Expert Committee and Accountable Executive to carry out 
and document all monitoring activities. 
 
The results of mitigation monitoring activities are made available for further safety risk management 
activity if needed. Mitigation monitoring documentation is stored in GRTC CSO’s office. 
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Safety Event Investigation 
Operations Management and the GRTC CSO share responsibility for the safety event investigation 
process.  Actual performance of safety event investigations, including identifying causal factors, involve 
not only Operations Management and the CSO, but also subject matter experts, as appropriate, from 
across the agency.  Local law enforcement responds to accident scenes as well.  

Safety event records provide critical baseline information to support SMS implementation, operation, 
and safety performance target achievement. 

Procedures for safety event investigation are documented in the GRTC Safety Event Investigation 
Procedures Manual.  These forms are consistent with industry standards for documenting the results of 
safety events and subsequent investigations. These procedures and forms also reflect all traffic safety 
reporting and investigation requirements established by Virginia’s Department of Motor Vehicles. Safety 
event documentation is on file in GRTC’s CSO office. 

Investigation reports are reviewed weekly by the Accident Classification Committee for integration into 
analysis of the event. GRTC’s Accident Classification Committee consists of members that represent risk 
management, the Union, operations, and maintenance. The Director of Risk Management chairs the 
committee. GRTC’s Accident Classification Committee determines whether: 

• The accident was preventable or non-preventable
• Personnel requires discipline or retraining
• The causal factor(s) indicates that a safety hazard contributed to or was present during the

event
• The accident appears to involve underlying organizational causal factors beyond just individual

employee behavior

GRTC performs causal analysis of safety events to help determine if latent organizational factors, beyond 
individual employee behavior, may have contributed to an event. GRTC documents the results of causal 
analysis on a causal analysis form.  

Results of the causal factors analysis provide potential hazard identification information.  The resulting 
information may require processing through the safety risk management system in order to reduce the 
potential risk of recurrence of a similar accident or incident. 

All safety event investigation documentation (including investigation forms, accident/incident records, 
result of the Accident Classification Committee activities and causal analysis forms) are on file in GRTC 
CSO’s office. 

Operations supervisors respond to the safety events of the demand response/paratransit contractor. 
GRTC’s CSO and National Express Transit maintain copies of the contractor’s safety event records. 

Monitoring the Employee Safety Reporting Program (ESRP) 
An effective ESRP supports hazard identification. The CSO is responsible for monitoring the ESRP. 
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GRTC documents activities used on an ongoing basis to determine if the ESRP is effective and is 
achieving desired outcomes. Within this process, GRTC established criteria used to help determine if the 
program is performing as desired.  Some of the criteria include:  

• The volume of reports received 
• The value of reports received  
• Response to reports received in terms of hazard identification risk assessment and risk 

mitigation  
• How information gathered from the ESRP is shared and communicated  
• The timeliness and accuracy of feedback provided to employees who reported a safety issue, 

concern, or condition  
 
Safety reporting program monitoring documentation is on file in GRTC’s CSO’s office.  
 
Safety Performance Measurement 
GRTC is committed to measuring safety performance periodically.  This measurement includes safety 
performance indicators to measure the achievement of our safety performance targets and addressing 
safety risk within GRTC’s service delivery.  Documentation of periodic performance measurement results 
are on file in the SMS Executive’s office. 
 

Management of Change 

GRTC has a management of change process to assist in identifying and assessing changes that may 
introduce new hazards or impact GRTC’s safety performance. Proposed changes that could impact the 
transit agency safety performance are evaluated through the GRTC Safety Risk Management process. 
 
Like most transit agencies, GRTC experiences change due to expansion and contraction of our service 
delivery, as well as changes to our existing systems, equipment, policies, programs, services, and 
regulations. Hazards may inadvertently be introduced into the system whenever a change occurs. 
Existing baseline safety risk mitigation processes may also be impacted. Safety management practices 
require the hazards resulting from change to be systematically identified and strategies to manage the 
consequential safety risk be developed, implemented, and subsequently evaluated. Sound management 
of safety risks associated with change is a critical requirement of GRTC’s SMS.  
 
GRTC implemented a procedure that establishes a process to ensure notification and review of 
proposed changes. GRTC will not make changes to systems and subsystems before first determining how 
the change might impact the safety of the system.  The proposed modification will be evaluated to 
determine the potential to create additional hazards or reduce the effectiveness of existing mitigations.  
 
The Capital Improvement Program Manager is responsible for our management of change process.  The 
SMS Executive, the SMS CSO, and the GRTC Subject Matter Experts help support the management of 
change process.  
 
GRTC documents management of the change process by determining: 

• How to identify changes from internal sources 
• How to identify changes from external sources 
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• The consideration for managing unplanned changes in the operating environment 
• How to assess changes 
• The use of the SRM process to evaluate the risk of proposed changes 
• Recordkeeping and documentation of management of change activities 
• The role of all service delivery support functions in the management of change process 

 
Documentation of the management of change process and activities are on file in the CSO’s office.   
 

Continuous Improvement 

GRTC has a process to assess its safety performance. If GRTC identifies safety deficiencies as part of its 
safety performance assessment, it develops and carries out plans to address those identified 
deficiencies under the direction of the Accountable Executive.  
 
GRTC monitors and assesses the effectiveness of the SMS processes to enable continuous improvement 
of the overall performance of the SMS.  GRTC established multiple processes to assess safety 
performance and to facilitate continuous improvement. Through a continuous improvement process, 
GRTC develops and carries out plans to identify safety deficiencies by: 

• Prioritizing identified deficiencies 
• Creating strategic initiatives to overcome those deficiencies 
• Reevaluating progress on our improvement measures through our overall SMS  

 
The SMS Executive, supported by the GRTC CSO has responsibility for continuous improvement of Safety 
Performance and SMS effectiveness.  The CSO, with input from appropriate subject matter experts, is 
responsible for developing plans to address identified safety performance deficiencies. Each department 
has a responsibility to carry out plans to address identified safety performance deficiencies based on 
their sphere of responsibility and influence. 
 
Appropriate subject matter experts are involved in the safety performance assessment process designed 
to identify safety performance deficiencies and mitigate those deficiencies. 
 
Documentation of the continuous improvement process is on file in the SMS Executive’s office. 
Documentation of identified safety performance deficiencies and mitigations that reduce deficiencies 
are on file in the CSO’s office. 
 

10.  Safety Promotion 
 
Competencies and Training 

 
GRTC has a comprehensive safety program for all transit agency employees and contractors that have 
responsibility for safety.  
The SMS Executive has the overall responsibility for the development, delivery, and documentation of all 
SMS-related safety skill competencies and SMS training.  
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GRTC has established competencies and training for all personnel directly responsible for safety. This 
includes the development and delivery of training on safety skill competencies and SMS training. 
Training focuses on providing safety-related skills at-hire and on an ongoing refresher basis.  
 
GRTC’s comprehensive safety training program applies to all GRTC employees directly responsible for 
safety including: 

• Bus Operators 
• Dispatchers 
• Maintenance Technicians 
• Managers and Supervisors 
• Agency Leadership and Executive Management 
• Chief Safety Officer 
• Accountable Executive 

 
GRTC has dedicated resources to conduct a comprehensive safety training program, as well as training 
on SMS roles and responsibilities. The scope of the safety training, including annual refresher training, is 
appropriate to each employee’s safety-related job responsibilities and their role in the SMS. 
Basic training requirements for GRTC employees, including frequent refresher training, are documented 
in the GRTC’s Safety Training Matrix and the GRTC Employee Handbook. 
 
Training Needs Analyses 
GRTC periodically conducts a training needs analyses to ensure that training is current and addresses 
critical, safety-related concerns. GRTC conducts a training needs analysis by:  

• Reviewing existing job descriptions 
• Identifying which positions, including contractors, have direct responsibility for determining 

when safety training is needed 
• Determining what SMS roles, responsibilities, and processes are missing from job descriptions, 

and 
• Updating job descriptions to reflect SMS practices 

 
New-Hire Bus Operator Training Program - GRTC 
GRTC has comprehensive lesson plans for all new-hire bus operator training. 
 
GRTC has compiled a new-hire bus operator lesson plans and training schedules into one master Coach 
Operator Training Manual. Lesson plans and schedules assist the instructor in delivering the training but 
also provide a record of the training content if needed. The new-hire bus operator lesson plans and 
schedules are kept on file in the Training Manager’s office.  
 
Content of new-hire bus operator training program includes the following but is not limited to: 

• General rules 
• Vehicle familiarization 
• Bus operations and destination signs 
• Defensive driving 
• Pre- and post-trip inspection procedures 
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• Vehicle defect reporting procedures 
• Radio communication 
• Farebox procedures and transfers 
• Americans with Disabilities Act 
• Customer service and sensitivity 
• Passenger assistance and securement 
• Pedestrian safety 
• Driving conditions 
• Bus stops 
• Drug and alcohol policies 
• Managing aggressive/dangerous passenger behavior 
• Safety equipment requirements 
• Safety event management and reporting 
• Emergency evacuation procedures 
• Route knowledge 
• Fatigue management 
• Safety Management System 
• Employee Safety Reporting Program process 

 
New-hire bus operator training includes a combination of classroom training; hands-on training with a 
training instructor; and behind-the-wheel training with an experienced operator.  
 
 
New-Hire Bus Operator Training Program – National Express Transit 
National Express Transit Safety Manager is responsible for the day-to-day safety operations of National 
Express Transit while servicing the paratransit contract with GRTC.  Operators are hired by National 
Express Transit and are trained by the National Express Transit Trainer and the Safety Manager.  After 
training is complete, the Trainer and the Safety Manager follows-up with operators in the subsequent 
30-, 60-, and 90-day intervals to ensure competency and to ensure operators are adjusting to the job. If 
issue(s) are discovered, the operator is retrained on the specific issue(s). The operator is placed on a 
high-risk list and is monitored more frequently if the issue(s) continues.  The potential for dismissal may 
result if the issue(s) continues.  The Safety Manager and the Trainer perform random spot checks and 
also monitor all operators to ensure safety and to ensure the operators are not committing safety 
violations on the road.  
 
GRTC’s Training Manager periodically reviews National Express Transit’s training delivery activities and 
training documentation to ensure National Express Transit is performing consistently with training 
policies and procedures and keeping appropriate documentation. 
 
 
Bus Operator Refresher Training 
GRTC provides bus operator refresher training annually on a variety of critical safety topics and skills.  
 
GRTC has lesson plans, agendas, and sign-in sheets to document the content of refresher training and 
individual attendance at that training.  
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GRTC also provides retraining for Bus Operators who have performance deficits. Any operator behavior 
determined to be “at-risk” also results in retraining. If the operator is responsible for the safety event or 
customer complaint, retraining documentation is issued and the operator is retrained. Any operator 
behavior determined to be reckless results in punitive/disciplinary measures.  All retraining 
documentation is signed by the employee and Trainer and filed in the operator’s training file.  
 
Employee records of refresher training and retraining are documented in the CLEVER software program. 
 
National Express Transit provides periodic refresher training for its operators and retraining based on 
performance deficits as required and keeps this documentation on file. 
 
Operations Supervisors and Dispatcher Training 
Supervisors and dispatchers play a critical role in identifying and responding to hazards and helping to 
both proactively and reactively mitigate risk. Training for operations supervisors and dispatchers 
primarily consists of a combination of classroom training and mentoring; coaching; and on-the-job 
training.  GRTC has a Supervisor Manual that covers the required skills for supervisors and dispatchers.  
 
Mentoring, coaching, and on-the-job training are very appropriate training approaches, but ones that 
need to be guided by a structured agenda of topics. GRTC has a checklist of topics for experienced 
supervisors and dispatchers to use during on-the-job training, coaching, and mentoring of trainees.  
 
The checklists are used to document an employee’s satisfactory completion of the training and include 
instructor and trainee signatures and training dates.  
 
Maintenance Training 
The Maintenance Department has an apprenticeship program for mechanics, which includes an 
application process. After an opening is posted and a candidate is interviewed and selected, the 
apprentice signs the Commonwealth of Virginia Registered Apprenticeship Program agreement form 
that outlines the terms. The apprentice can remain enrolled in the program for up to three years. 
Following that time period, the apprentice may be hired as a full-time mechanic. 
 
Vendors provide some training for mechanics. This training is documented. The vendor keeps a copy of 
the documentation, and a copy is filed in the office of the Director of Maintenance. The Safety 
Compliance Specialist also provides training for maintenance staff. It is documented and stored in the 
office of the Safety Compliance Specialist.  
 
Additionally, maintenance foremen/supervisors regularly coach vehicle maintenance technicians on 
required maintenance skills as they carry out their job responsibilities.  
 
 
SMS Orientation  
A cross-functional and multi-level understanding of SMS supports all SMS-related activities. Successful 
SMS implementation and operation require employee involvement and ownership at every level of the 
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agency and within every service delivery-related function. Employees need to understand SMS; their 
role within SMS; and how they, the organization, and customers benefit from SMS success. This 
knowledge will nurture employee "buy-in." 
 
GRTC presents SMS orientation sessions for all employee functions and addresses the implications of 
SMS for all agency functions. This initiative addresses SMS with experienced employees.  
 
SMS orientation for employees is carried out through a combination of SMS-related meetings, electronic 
email, and CCTV. 
 
During new-hire orientation, an SMS team member gives a presentation on SMS. This presentation 
defines SMS and highlights the responsibility/involvement of all employees and the importance of SMS.  
 
Documentation of these orientations, including agendas of topics covered, signatures of trainer/trainee, 
are kept on file in the CSO’s office.  
 
Safety Risk Management Orientation for Subject Matter Experts and the Safety Committee 
Successful proactive safety risk mitigation begins with subject matter experts who have a clear 
understanding of their responsibilities and the skills required to carry them out. 
 
Employees who participate in safety risk management activities as subject matter experts need to 
understand how to carry out those responsibilities. The CSO and the Training Manager ensure subject 
matter experts are orientated on safety risk management responsibilities, the desired outcomes of 
safety risk management activities and the importance of the effort to GRTC's safety performance. 
 
Documentation of the orientation process, as well as the orientations themselves, includes how the 
agency: 

• Assesses hazards for consequences  
• Conducts safety risk assessments 
• Creates safety risk mitigations 

 
The CSO maintains documentation of safety risk management orientation activities. 
 
Safety Performance Monitoring Orientation 
The quality of safety performance monitoring is reflected in GRTC’s overall positive safety performance. 
Employees who participate in safety performance monitoring activities need to know how to carry out 
these responsibilities. The CSO, Operations and Maintenance Managers ensure employees receive 
orientations their responsibilities, the desired outcomes of safety performance monitoring and the 
importance of GRTC’s safety performance. 
 
Orientations include how to perform monitoring activities of both internal and contracted operations as 
well as external maintenance activities. Performance monitoring includes activities such as:  

• Field observations to ensure operations and maintenance policies and procedures are being 
followed correctly  
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• Assessing and documenting employee safety performance  
• Monitoring the effectiveness of safety risk mitigations 
• Evaluating the effectiveness of the employee safety program. 

 
The CSO maintains documentation of orientations on safety performance monitoring. 
 
Orientation on Employee Safety Reporting Program 
An effective ESRP is one of the most important tools for hazard identification. 
 
GRTC’s ESRP, at a minimum, provides the following information:  

• The purpose and benefits of the program 
• Guidelines on the types of safety concerns and issues employees should report 
• Reporting methods available to employees (how to report) 
• Explanations of how the information will be managed and shared 
• Protections for employees who report safety concerns 
• Description of the operational behaviors that are not protected and may result in discipline 
• The agency's commitment to providing feedback on reported safety concerns  

 
GRTC provides an overview of the information employees need to report; the various ways to report 
information; and the choice to either report contact information for later follow-up or anonymously. 
 
GRTC employees and contractor employees are informed of the ESRP through a combination of safety 
meetings, emails, All-Calls radio communication, new-hire orientations and hand-outs. 
 
The SMS Executive is responsible for ensuring all internal and contractor employees receive an 
orientation on ESRP.  Agendas of the ESRP orientation and attendance records are on file in the CSO’s 
office.  
 
Conflict Management and De-Escalation Training 
GRTC provides in-person and e-learning training on conflict management and de-escalation to all 
operations and maintenance employees.  
 
Active Shooter Response Training 
GRTC provides active shooter response training through e-learning as well as in-person training in 
partnership with local law enforcement.  
 
Communication of Safety and Safety Performance Information 
GRTC communicates information on hazards relevant to employees’ roles and responsibility and safety 
actions taken in response to reports submitted through its Employee Safety Reporting Program. Much of 
this communication takes place through safety committees and safety meetings. 
 
Training Documentation 
Training documentation is a source of hazard identification. 
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Training documentation provides formal proof that employees were trained and shows that employees 
have received timely certification and recertification in critical skill areas. Up-to-date training 
documentation also assists in forecasting future training schedules.  
 
GRTC training documentation includes: 

• Records of training needs analysis for lesson plan development 
• Curricula for initial and refresher training 
• Training schedules and records of all completed training 
• Procedures for revising training materials 
• Course assessment materials 
• Copies of individual employee training records 

 
GRTC records of course completion include: 

• Training dates 
• Content covered during training sessions 
• Length of training sessions 
• Training format 
• Signatures of instructor and trainee(s) 

 
The Training Manager and/or the CSO maintain records of training documentation and course 
completions.  
 
GRTC’s Training Manager periodically monitors the documentation of National Express Transit’s 
employee skill and SMS training.    
  
Training Monitoring 
Monitoring skill training helps identify hazards such as training gaps or outdated lesson plans. 
 
GRTC regularly monitors training to ensure effectiveness. This responsibility falls under the CSO to 
ensure that is is being conducted and documented. Specifically, the training monitoring process includes 
the following:  

• Monitoring training to ensure delivery of necessary safety skills and SMS information 
• Establishing a process for reviewing and revising training courses while considering review 

frequency, and decision-making process for revisions  
 

Safety Communication 

The SMS Executive is ultimately responsible for ensuring the distribution and communication of safety 
and safety performance information throughout GRTC. Safety professionals and managers of all 
organizational functions assist the SMS Executive in this responsibility.  
 
Safety communication provides a foundation to build SMS processes and activities. GRTC ensures all 
employees are aware of information relevant to safety-related roles and responsibilities. This 
information includes explanations of changes to policies, activities, or procedures.  
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GRTC’s CSO and Safety Committee coordinate GRTC’s safety communication activities. GRTC’s activities 
focus on three categories of communication: 

• Communicating safety and safety performance information throughout the agency:  GRTC 
communicates information on safety and safety performance in its monthly newsletter. GRTC 
also has a permanent agenda item in the quarterly Operators’ safety meetings. Information 
typically conveyed during these meetings includes safety performance statistics; lessons 
learned from recent occurrences; upcoming events that may impact GRTC’s service or safety 
performance; and updates regarding SMS implementation. GRTC requests information from 
operators during these meetings. Finally, the Safety Committee designee posts safety bulletins 
and flyers on the bulletin boards located in all bus operator and maintenance technician break 
rooms advertising safety messages and promoting awareness of safety issues. 

• Communicating information on hazards and safety risks relevant to employees' roles and 
responsibilities throughout the agency:  As part of new-hire training, GRTC distributes safety 
policies and procedures, included in the Safety New-Hire Packet, to all new employees. GRTC 
provides training on these policies and procedures and discusses them during safety talks 
between supervisors, bus operators and vehicle technicians. For newly emerging issues or 
safety events at the agency, GRTC’s CSO and the Safety Committee designee issues bulletins or 
messages to employees which are reinforced by supervisors in one-on-one or group 
discussions with employees. 

• Informing employees of safety actions taken in response to reports submitted through an 
ESRP:  GRTC provides targeted communications to inform employees of safety actions taken in 
response to reports submitted through the ESRP, including handouts and flyers, safety talks, 
updates to bulletin boards, and one-on-one discussions between employees and supervisors. 

 
GRTC’s overall approach to safety communication and supporting safety communication activities are 
documented.  
 
In general documentation of safety communication includes details about: 

• Objectives of the communication 
• Content 
• Target audience 
• Format 
• Frequency of the communication  
• Ways to ensure communication was understood 

 
GRTC ensures National Express Transit provides the methods for overall safety communication for the 
demand response/paratransit service. This documentation is on file in the SMS Executive’s office.  
 
Safety Meetings 
An effective employee safety meeting process provides a strong platform for safety-related 
communication and dialogue and identification of safety issues, concerns and conditions.  GRTC uses a 
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combination of mandatory operations safety meetings and safety blitzes to accomplish this goal. 
Documentation of safety meetings and safety blitz activities are on file in GRTC CSO’s office.    

GRTC holds periodic and mandatory vehicle maintenance safety meetings and “toolbox talks” to 
communicate safety-related issues to maintenance staff. The Maintenance Department maintains 
documentation of these activities. 

National Express Transit has safety meetings and safety blitzes that usually fall in line with GRTC’s safety 
meetings and safety blitzes. National Express Transit maintains documentation of these meetings and 
blitzes. 

Organization-Wide Communication of Safety Hazard and Safety Risk Information 
A goal of GRTC’s safety risk management process is to reduce safety risk for internal and contractor 
employees and customers. Safety-sensitive employees are always vulnerable to the consequences of 
safety hazards within a transit environment. Timely reporting of newly identified safety hazards and the 
hazards of those safety risks to internal and contractor employees can help reduce vulnerability. GRTC 
communicates safety hazard and safety risk information through a combination of in-person 
communication, all-call radio communication and group emails and text messaging.  

GRTC documents procedures for communicating hazards. The documentation of these procedures is on 
file in GRTC’s CSO’s office. The CSO is responsible for making sure this communication takes place. 

Communication about Safety Risk Mitigations 
GRTC is committed to informing all internal employees and contractor employees, as appropriate, of 
safety risk mitigations that are in place. GRTC provides this information because: 

• It informs employees that GRTC is reducing risk
• It brings attention to employee roles and responsibilities that may be affected by new

mitigations
• Informed employees are a better source of information on determining how well mitigations are

working

GRTC documents procedures for communicating safety risk mitigations, along with who is responsible 
for making sure this communication takes place. This documentation is on file in the GRTC CSO’s office. 
The SMS Executive is responsible for making sure that this communication takes place.  

Organization-Wide Communication of Agency Safety Performance 
GRTC implements SMS to help continuously improve safety performance. Communicating agency safety 
performance information promotes employee "buy-in" to SMS processes thus improving overall safety 
performance. 

GRTC’s internal and contractor employees have ownership of safety. To reinforce this ownership, GRTC 
periodically communicate statistics on overall safety performance to all internal and contractor 
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employees, regardless of job function. This includes providing information on our status related to 
achieving safety performance targets.  
 
GRTC documents how safety performance information is communicated throughout GRTC and to 
contractors. This documentation is on file in the SMS Executive’s office. The Accountable Executive, 
supported by the SMS Executive, is responsible for taking the lead on this communication and making 
sure it occurs. 
 
 

11. Additional Information 
GRTC has developed an SMS Operations Plan that describes in detail the processes that are required to 
be carried out to implement and to operate the SMS. This will be consistent with the overall direction of 
the Agency Safety Plan.  

GRTC maintains documents describing programs, policies and procedures used to carry out the Agency 
Safety Plan. GRTC also maintains documents not included or referenced in this safety plan that are 
related to the implementation of the SMS, as well as results from the SMS processes and activities.  

These documents are maintained for at least three years after creation and made available upon 
request by the FTA, other federal entities or VDOT. The SMS Executive is the primary point of contact to  
provide Agency Safety Plan-related information to external agencies.  
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Appendix A - Definitions 
Accident is an event that involves any of the following: a loss of life; a report of a serious injury to a 
person; a collision of public transportation vehicles; a runaway train; an evacuation for life safety 
reasons; or any derailment of a rail transit vehicle, at any location, at any time, whatever the cause. 

Accountable Executive is a single, identifiable person who has ultimate responsibility for carrying out 
the Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan of a public transportation agency; responsibility for 
carrying out the agency's Transit Asset Management Plan; and control or direction over the human and 
capital resources needed to develop and maintain both the agency's Public Transportation Agency 
Safety Plan, in accordance with 49 U.S.C. 5329(d), and the agency's Transit Asset Management Plan in 
accordance with 49 U.S.C. 5326. 

Equivalent Authority is an entity that carries out duties similar to that of a Board of Directors, for a 
recipient or subrecipient of FTA funds under 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53, including sufficient authority to 
review and approve a recipient or subrecipient's Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan. 

Event is any accident, incident or occurrence. 

Hazard is any real or potential condition that can cause injury, illness, or death; damage to or loss of the 
facilities, equipment, rolling stock, or infrastructure of a public transportation system; or damage to the 
environment. 

Incident is an event that involves any of the following: a personal injury that is not a serious injury; one 
or more injuries requiring medical transport; or damage to facilities, equipment, rolling stock, or 
infrastructure that disrupts the operations of a transit agency. 

Investigation is the process of determining the causal and contributing factors of an accident, incident, 
or hazard, for the purpose of preventing recurrence and mitigating risk. 

National Public Transportation Safety Plan is the plan to improve the safety of all public transportation 
systems that receive Federal financial assistance under 49 U.S.C. Chapter 53. 

Occurrence is an event without any personal injury in which any damage to facilities, equipment, rolling 
stock, or infrastructure does not disrupt the operations of a transit agency. 

Operator of a public transportation system is a provider of public transportation as defined under 49 
U.S.C. 5302(14). 

Performance measure is an expression based on a quantifiable indicator of performance or condition 
that is used to establish targets and to assess progress toward meeting the established targets. 

Performance target is a quantifiable level of performance or condition, expressed as a value for the 
measure, to be achieved within a time period required by the Federal Transit Administration (FTA). 

Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan is the documented comprehensive agency safety plan for a 
transit agency that is required by 49 U.S.C. 5329 and this part. 

Risk is the composite of predicted severity and likelihood of the potential effect of a hazard. 

Risk mitigation is a method or methods to eliminate or reduce the effects of hazards. 
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Safety Assurance is the process(es) within a transit agency's Safety Management System that functions 
to ensure the implementation and effectiveness of safety risk mitigation.  It also ensures that the transit 
agency meets or exceeds its safety objectives through the collection, analysis, and assessment of 
information. 

Safety Management Policy is a transit agency's documented commitment to safety, which defines the 
transit agency's safety objectives and the accountabilities and responsibilities of its employees in regard 
to safety. 

Safety Management System (SMS) is the formal, top-down, organization-wide approach to managing 
safety risk and assuring the effectiveness of a transit agency's safety risk mitigation. SMS includes 
systematic procedures, practices, and policies for managing risks and hazards. 

Safety Management System (SMS) Executive is a Chief Safety Officer or an equivalent. 

Safety performance target is a Performance Target related to safety management activities. 

Safety Promotion is a combination of training and communication of safety information to support SMS 
as applied to the transit agency's public transportation system. 

Safety risk assessment (SRA) is the formal activity whereby a transit agency determines Safety Risk 
Management priorities by establishing the significance or value of its safety risks. 

Safety Risk Management is a process within a transit agency's Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan 
for identifying hazards and analyzing, assessing, and mitigating safety risk. 

Serious injury is any injury which: (1) Requires hospitalization for more than 48 hours, commencing 
within 7 days from the date of the injury was received; (2) Results in a fracture of any bone (except 
simple fractures of fingers, toes, or noses); (3) Causes severe hemorrhages, nerve, muscle, or tendon 
damage; (4) Involves any internal organ; or (5) Involves second- or third-degree burns, or any burns 
affecting more than 5 percent of the body surface. 

Small public transportation provider is a recipient or subrecipient of Federal financial assistance under 
49 U.S.C. 5307 that has one hundred (100) or fewer vehicles in peak revenue service and does not 
operate a rail fixed guideway public transportation system. 

State is a state of the United States, the District of Columbia, Puerto Rico, the Northern Mariana Islands, 
Guam, American Samoa, and the Virgin Islands. 

State of good repair is the condition in which a capital asset is able to operate at a full level of 
performance. 

Transit agency is an operator of a public transportation system. 

Transit Asset Management Plan is the strategic and systematic practice of procuring, operating, 
inspecting, maintaining, rehabilitating, and replacing transit capital assets to manage their performance, 
risks, and costs over their life cycles, for the purpose of providing safe, cost- effective, and reliable public 
transportation, as required by 49 U.S.C. 5326 and 49 CFR part 625. 
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Appendix B:  Acronyms  
 

Acronym or Abbreviation Meaning 
ADA Americans with Disabilities Act 
ASP Agency Safety Plan 
CEO Chief Executive Officer 
CFR Code of Federal Regulations 
CSO Chief Safety Officer 
ESRP Employee Safety Reporting Program 
FTA Federal Transit Administration 
MPO Metropolitan Planning Organization 
GRTC Greater Richmond Transit Company 
PTASP Public Transportation Agency Safety Plan 
SMPS Safety Management Policy Statement 
SMS Safety Management System 
SRM Safety Risk Management 
VDOT Virginia Department of Transportation 
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Appendix C:  Safety Committee ASP Approval 

 
Version 3 approved 12/7/2022 

GRTC Safety and 
Health Committee M    

GRTC Safety and 
Health Committee M     

Appendix D: GRTC Board of Directors ASP Approval 
 

Version 1 approved 07/21/2020 

Version 2 approved 07/20/2021 

Version 3 approved ##/##/#### 
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Appendix D:  Certification Documentation 
 

GRTC certifies its compliance with Part 673 in the Transit Award Management System (TrAMS) including:  

• Name of the entities that certify compliance  
• Date of certification 
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Appendix E:  Safety Risk Assessment Matrix 

 

Risk Assessment Matrix 

Likelihood 
Severity 

1 (Catastrophic) 2 (Critical) 3 (Marginal) 4 (Negligible) 

A (Frequent) 1A 2A 3A 4A 

B (Probable) 1B 2B 3B 4B 

C (Occasional) 1C 2C 3C 4C 

D (Remote) 1D 2D 3D 4D 

E (Improbable) 1E 2E 3E 4E 

 

 

Risk Assessment Matrix Color Code 

"Tolerability" based on identified severity and 
likelihood. 

  
Unacceptable under the existing 
circumstances. 

  
Acceptable based upon mitigations. 

  
Acceptable with senior management 
approval. 
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Appendix F:  GRTC Organization Chart 
 

 

GRTC Organization 
Chart 2022.pptx  
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GRTC Transit System 
Information Item 

Meeting Date: December 20, 2022 
Item Title: Recent and Upcoming Procurements 

BACKGROUND: 

The Board Chair is authorized to sign contracts on behalf of the full GRTC Board for 
contracts valued over $50,000 and under $100,000.  Any contract signed by the Board Chair 
shall be reported at the next full Board Meeting. 

The Procurement Department maintains a rolling list of upcoming procurement items 
anticipated for the coming year.  At least three months prior to initiation of the procurement 
process, staff will update the Board prior to releasing requests for proposals, quotes, 
invitations for bids, or other methods of procurement.  

The Recent and Upcoming Procurement report ensures full transparency in contracting. 

Tonya Thompson, Director of Procurement, will review and answer questions on the list of 
upcoming procurements as follows: 

CURRENT STATUS: 

Upcoming Procurements 

TITLE DEPT BUDGET 
ANTICIPATED 
AWARD DATE 

INCLUDED 
IN BUDGET 
(YES/NO) 

GRANT STATUS 
(EXISTING/ 
PENDING/ 
PLANNED) 

Roof Repairs Facilities $125,000 Winter 2023 Y – FY22 Pending 

Interior Painting Facilities $250,000 TBD Y – FY21 Pending 

Actuarial Services Finance TBD Spring 2023 

N – FY22 
Pension Plan 

Reimbursement 

Facilities Master Plan Planning $430,000 Winter 2023 Y – FY22 Existing 

Neighborhood 
Transfer Center 
Study Planning $180,000 Winter 2023 Y – FY22 Planned 

CARE-ON-DEMAND 
and Overflow Service 
Providers Transportation TBD Winter 2023 Planned 
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On-Call Marketing 
Services – 
Photography, 
Graphics, 
Videography, 
consulting, web 
design, etc.  Marketing TBD Winter 2023 TBD Planned 

Bus Wash Upgrades Facilities $162,000 Winter 2023 Y- FY22 Existing 

E-Sign Pilot Program Technology $1,300,000 Winter 2023 Y-FY23 Pending 

Origin-Destination 
Survey Planning $290,000 Spring 2023 TBD Pending 

Engineering for 
Articulated Vehicle 
Station Modifications 

Planning $125,000 Winter 2023 Y Existing 

Transit Strategic Plan Planning $275,000 Winter 2023 Y Existing 

Security Assessment 

Risk 
Management 

/Safety $30,000 Winter 2023 Y- FY23 Planned 

Bus Stop 
Infrastructure 
Engineering 
Evaluation Services Planning TBD Winter 2023 TBD Planned and Existing 

Landing Pad 
Construction 
Documentation Planning TBD Spring 2023 TBD Existing 

Regional Public 
Transportation Plan Planning $200,000 Winter 2023 Y Ready 

Phase II Micro Transit 
Study Planning $200,000 Winter 2023 Y Ready 

Paratransit Vehicles Maintenance $3,675,000 Winter 2023 Y Planned 

(19) New Fixed Route
Buses Maintenance $11,850,000 Winter 2023 Y Pending 

(7) Support Vehicles Maintenance $322,000 Winter 2023 Y Existing 

Flat Bed Wrecker Maintenance $252,000 Winter 2023 Y Existing 

Wheel Alignment 
Machine for 
Specialized 
Transportation 
Vehicles Maintenance $75,000 Spring 2023 Y Existing 

Yard Sweeper Maintenance $45,000 Winter 2023 Y Existing 

Radio 
Communications 
Upgrade Technology $260,000 Winter 2023 Y Existing 

Vehicle Yard 
Management 
Infrastructure IT $200,000 Spring 2023 TBD Pending 
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Giro – HASTUS 
Renewal IT $523,000 Winter 2023 Y Existing 

Western BRT Phase 
II Planning TBD Summer 2023 N Planned 

Zero Emissions 
Vehicle Plan Planning TBD Winter 2023 N Pending 

KEY 

Ready Project approved and funds are available. 

Existing Project approved and funds to be applied to federal grant. 

Pending Awaiting approval of funds. 

Planned Project is in planning phase and funding to be applied for in future. 
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GRTC Transit System 
Information Item 

Meeting Date:  December 20, 2022 
Item Title: DRPT Compliance Review Report 

BACKGROUND: 

The Department of Rail and Public Transportation (DRPT) conducts a compliance review 
through an outsourced third party every three (3) years of each rideshare agency under its 
umbrella. The review tests the organization’s adherence to the various agreements, policies, 
and procedures that govern the receipt of DRPT controlled funding and any applicable 
corrective actions from previous reviews. 

The Compliance Review covered 44 grant payments made to RideFinders during the period 
between July 1, 2018 through June 30, 2021. These payments included Federal Transit 
Administration (FTA) Congestion Mitigation and Air Quality Improvement Program (CMAQ) 
funding as well as State funding for CMAQ. Transit Demand Management (TDM) operating, and 
Mobility Programs. 

CURRENT STATUS: 

RideFinders received official notification from DRPT on November 22, 2022, that “RideFinders 
materially complied with the requirements of the agreements, policies, and procedures that 
govern the receipt of DRPT-controlled funding. No instances of non-compliance were found.” 

Additionally, there were no corrective actions needed to be taken from previous reviews. 
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GRTC Transit System 
Staff Report 

Meeting Date:  December 20, 2022 
Item Title:  Safety Performance 

BACKGROUND: 

Tony Carter, Director of Risk Management, will provide an update on safety statistics for 
the month of November. 

CURRENT STATUS: 

Performance Indicator Agency Averages November (GRTC) 
Miles Between Total NTD Defined Events 11,540 11,488 
NTD Defined Event Rate Per 1,000,000 miles 3.5 3.3 

(Averages taken from other agencies with similar amount of annual VRM to GRTC) 

Passenger, Pedestrian, Bicycle Incidents Bus-Related Care-Related 
Non-Preventable 8 2 

Passenger Incident 8 2 
Preventable 4 0 

Passenger Incident  4 0 
Pedestrian (reported) 1 0 
Bicycle (reported)  0 0 

Traffic Incidents Bus-Related Care-Related 
Non-Preventable 16  0 

Vehicle Rear Ended Bus 3  0 
Preventable 14   1 

Fixed Objects (Tree Limbs, Street Signs) 9  1 
Improper Turning 2  0 
Bus Rear ended Vehicle  0  0 
Bus hit Parked Vehicle  0  0 

Assaults Bus-Related Care-Related 
Verbal 2 0 
Physical 1 0 
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DEFINITIONS: 
 
Assault:  Any act of aggression, verbal or physical, towards an operator or rider which 
stops operations and in which supervision and/or police are involved in response.  

 
Bicycle Incident:  Bicycle comes into contact with the bus. 

 
Incident:  An event or occurrence of an accident or impact.  

 
National Transit Database (NTD) Defined Event:  Collision involving on a roadway 
transit vehicle where any (including private) vehicle is towed away or passenger or 
driver is transported from scene for medical attention.  

 
Non-Preventable Passenger Incident:  A passenger trip, slip or fall, while boarding, 
alighting or on board the bus related to normal operating environment and pathway 
clearances and unrelated to GRTC vehicle movement.  

 
Non-Preventable Traffic Incident:  A motor vehicle collision in which the Operator 
committed no driving error and reacted reasonably to the error of others.  

 
Passenger Incidents:  Any accident involving a passenger’s slip, trip or fall while 
boarding, alighting or on board the bus. 

 
Pedestrian Incident:  Pedestrian comes into contact with the bus. 

 
Physical Assault:  Any assault involving physical harm or unwanted physical contact 
towards an operator or between riders and in which supervision and /or police are 
requested/required to respond. 

     
Preventable Passenger Incident:  A passenger trip, slip or fall, while boarding, alighting 
or on board the bus related to normal operating environment and pathway clearances in 
which the Operator did not do everything reasonable to avoid a collision, committed an 
error, or failed to react to the errors of others.  

 
Preventable Traffic Incident:  A motor vehicle collision in which the Operator did not do 
everything reasonable to avoid a collision, committed an error, or failed to react to the 
errors of others.  

 
Verbal Assault:  Any assault involving a verbal exchange with harmful and/or   
threatening content towards an operator or between riders and in which supervision and 
/or police are requested/required to respond.  

 
VRM/Vehicle Revenue Miles:  The number of miles traveled by transit vehicles in 
revenue service.  
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Fixed Route – Traffic Accident Data 

 

 

Fixed Route – Passenger Accident Data 
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Specialized Transportation – Traffic Accident Data 

 

 

Specialized Transportation – Passenger Accident Data 
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Fixed Route – Traffic Accidents per 100,000 Miles 

 

 

Fixed Route – Passenger Accidents per 100,000 Mile 
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GRTC Transit System 
Staff Report 

Meeting Date: December 20, 2022 
Item Title: Operating Performance 

HIGHLIGHTS: 

Attached are the monthly operating statistics through November 30, 2022. Current operator 
staffing is 231 full-time/27 part-time operators with 17 operators in training. 

CURRENT STATUS: 

Fixed Route Performance – Lost Time Rate – Bus Operators 

Fixed Route Performance – Scheduled Trips Operated 
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Fixed Route Performance – On-Time Performance 

 

Specialized Transportation – No Shows 

 

 

Specialized Transportation – On-Time Performance 
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Specialized Transportation – Complaints Per 10,000 Passenger Trips 

 

 

Operators – Full Time Equivalents 

 

Operator Turnover Ratio – FY2023 
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Annual Operator Turnover Ratio 

 

September 2022 Booking – Operator Staffing 

 

Operator Retention 
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Operator Staffing 
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GRTC Transit System 
Staff Report 

Meeting Date: December 20, 2022 
Item Title: Maintenance Performance 

BACKGROUND: 

Tony Byrd, Director of Maintenance will provide an update on maintenance statistics for 
the month of November. 

CURRENT STATUS: 

GRTC maintains a bus fleet of 142 vehicles for our fixed route service and 88 vans for 
our paratransit service. 

Preventive Maintenance for the month of November was 82 % with a goal of 80%. 

Currently, 15% of the fleet is down for service repairs with a spare ratio of 20%.   90% of 
the fleet has had the Catalytic converter upgrades done, we anticipate completion by 
next week. 

Current Staffing Levels 

Mechanics Vacancies – 3 
Body Shop Vacancies – 0 
General Utility  Vacancies – 0 

We continue to clean and disinfect the entire fleet daily and clean and power wash the 
bus shelters daily.   
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GRTC Transit System 
Staff Report 

Meeting Date: December 20, 2022 
Item Title: Monthly Ridership Report 

BACKGROUND:

The “Monthly Ridership Report” (MRR), includes comparisons between the ridership of the 
current month, prior month, year prior (during COVID pandemic), and years prior (pre-COVID 
pandemic) to allow for a broad understanding of overall ridership trends. The MRR includes 
ridership data for all services GRTC offers including fixed route (local, express, and Pulse), 
specialized transportation (CARE, CARE Plus, and CARE On-Demand), and Van Pool. Fixed 
route and specialized transportation data is shown as system-wide totals as well as broken 
down by mode, route, and jurisdiction; each of which has an accompanying supplemental graph 
to aid in visualizing trends. 

UPDATES: 

Ridership update for the month of November 2022 will be provided by Sam Sink. 
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 (November 

2022)

 (October 

2022) MoM%

 (November 

2021)

YoY % 

(2021)

 (November 

2020)

YoY % 

(2020)

 (November 

2019)

YoY % 

(2019)

Fixed Route

Local-Fixed Route 585,747 648,813 -9.72% 554,603 5.62% 502,688 16.52% 506,412 15.67%

  - Richmond (fixed)  482,960 535,039 -9.73% 462,684 4.38% 423,324 14.09% 426,985 13.11%

   -Henrico (fixed) 102,787 113,774 -9.66% 91,919 11.82% 79,364 29.51% 79,426 29.41%
Local-Pulse 131,399 153,913 -14.63% 140,610 -6.55% 110,338 19.09% 186,588 -29.58%

Express Routes (total) 7,146 8,531 -16.24% 5,492 30.10% 6,942 2.93% 22,229 -67.86%

Total Fixed Route 724,292 811,256 -10.72% 700,705 3.37% 635,362 14.00% 720,258 0.56%

Specialized Transportation

CARE 14,883 16,042 -7.22% 17,506 -14.98% 14,603 1.92% 17,854 -16.64%

  - Richmond (care) 9,036 9,639 -6.26% 10,393 -13.06% 8,981 0.61% 11,214 -19.42%

  - Chesterfield (care) 153 97 57.73% 167 -8.38% 101 n/a n/a n/a

   -Henrico (care) 5,694 6,306 -9.71% 6,946 -18.02% 5,521 3.13% 6,640 -14.25%

CARE Plus 3,925 4,329 -9.33% 4,144 -5.28% 2,927 34.10% 5,005 -21.58%

  - Richmond (care plus) 550 552 -0.36% 532 3.38% 343 60.35% 377 45.89%

   -Henrico (care plus) 3,375 3,777 -10.64% 3,612 -6.56% 2,584 30.61% 4,628 -27.07%

CARE On-Demand 4,233 4,360 -2.91% 3,200 32.28% 1,865 126.97% 2,420 74.92%

  - Richmond (care On-Demand) 1,832 1,927 -4.93% 1,343 36.41% 888 106.31% 1,017 80.14%

   -Henrico (care On-Demand) 2,401 2,433 -1.32% 1,857 29.29% 977 145.75% 1,403 71.13%

Total Specialized 23,041 20,371 13.11% 24,850 -7.28% 19,395 18.80% 25,279 -8.85%

 TOTAL FIXED ROUTE & SPECIALIZED 747,333 831,627 -10.14% 725,555 3.00% 654,757 14.14% 745,537 0.24%

2023 FYTD

2022 FYTD   
(July '21 - 

November '21 )

YoY %'    

(FY2022)

2021 FYTD   
(July '20 - 

November '20)

YoY %'    

(FY2021)

2020 FYTD   
(July '19 - 

November '19)

YoY % 

(FY2020)  (October '22) (October '21)

YoY %  

(FY2022) (October '20)

YoY % 

(FY2021)

Fixed Route Van Pool

Local- Fixed Route 3,155,683 2,804,880 12.51% 2,631,584 19.92% 2,799,955 12.70% Van Pool 12,180 9,557 27.45% 10,368 17.48%

Local- Pulse 729,746 716,525 1.85% 576,225 26.64% 999,487 -26.99% **Vanpool data is received a month behind

Express Routes (total) 43,842 38,223 14.70% 28,296 54.94% 157,049 -72.08%

Total Fixed Route 3,929,271 3,559,628 10.38% 3,236,105 21.42% 3,956,491 -0.69%

2023 FYTD

2022 FYTD     
(July '21 - 

October '21)

YoY %  

(FY2022)

2021 FYTD     
(July '20 - 

October '20)

YoY %  

(FY2021)

Specialized Transportation

CARE/CARE Plus 102,856 110,704 -7.09% 86,435 19.00% 120,512 -14.65% TOTAL TRIPS 4,064,973 3,723,626 9.17% 3,371,417 20.57%

CARE On-Demand 20,666 14,213         45.40% 9,552           116.35% 12,875         60.51%

Total Specialized 123,522 124,917 -1.12% 95,987 28.69% 134,159 -7.93%

 TOTAL FIXED ROUTE & SPECIALIZED 4,052,793 3,684,545 9.99% 3,332,092 21.63% 4,091,399 -0.94%

GRTC TRANSIT SYSTEM

MONTHLY RIDERSHIP REPORT November 2022
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GRTC Transit System 
Staff Report 

Meeting Date: December 20, 2022 
Item Title: Rider Comments 

CURRENT STATUS: 

Safety and Service Compliance Manager, Monica Carter, will answer any questions on 
the summary of rider comments for the month of November as provided below. 

November Report 

Complaint Verified 
Non-

Verified 
Questionable 

Beyond 
GRTC 

Control 

Under 
Investigation 

Total 

Rude Operator 6 12 4 0 0 22 

Passed Up 
Passenger 

8 17 4 0 0 29 

No Show 6 4 0 0 0 10 

Late Schedule 8 9 10 1 0 28 

Improper 
Operations of 
Vehicle 

3 4 5 0 0 12 

Early Schedule 3 4 1 0 0 8 

Other- 
Miscellaneous 

5 2 4 1 1 13 

Total 39 52 28 2 1 122 

Definitions for Complaints: 

 Verified – complaint was able to be verified 

 Non-Verified – complaint could not be verified based on the information provided  

 Questionable – complaint could not be confirmed or absolutely denied based on the information provided 

 Beyond Our Control – complaint is out of GRTC’s control 

 Under Investigation – more research is needed based on information provided 
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Trend Report 
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Rude Operator 8 5 5 7 1 6       

Passed Up 
Passenger 

8 10 8 9 7 8       

No Show 15 14 13 16 14 6       

Late Schedule 11 11 4 5 7 8       

Improper 
Operations of 

Vehicle 

4 9 4 3 3 3       

Early Schedule 2 3 5 4 4 3       

Other- 
Miscellaneous 

0 4 1 1 4 5       

Total 48 56 40 45 40 39       

             

Commendations 5 5 3 5 8 3 
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GRTC Transit System 
Staff Report 

Meeting Date: December 20, 2022 
Item Title: October 2022 Financial Report 

BACKGROUND: 

Attached is the Financial Report for the four months ended October 31, 2022.  Dawn 

Bailey, GRTC’s Controller, will highlight the key points. 
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Revenues
Year to date Revenues unfavorable to budget (2,905,684.66)$    
Year to Date Actual Revenues 20,654,473.94$   
Year to Date Budgeted Revenues 23,560,158.60$   

Unfavorable Federal Funds revenue due to lower than budgeted operating expenditures ($2.57M)

Operating Expenditures
Year to date Operating Expenditures lower than budgeted amounts 2,571,431.37$     
Year to date Actual Operating Expenditures 18,981,647.59$   
Year to Date Budgeted Operating Expenditures 21,553,078.96$   

Lower than budgeted expenses primarily the result of lower than budgeted headcount in 
Transportation, Maintenance and Administration ($1.36M), and lower than budgeted materials 
and supplies ($0.56M) due favorable budgeted fuel prices versus actual prices and timing of purchases
and lower than budgeted purchased transportation expenses due to lower demand ($0.37M).

Net Operating Position - Surplus / (Deficit) 1,671,826.35$     

Balance Sheet and Cash Flow

Strong balance sheet with cash position of $10,350,255
Operating Cash Account $6,491,690
Captial Cash Account $3,858,565

Financial Report
For the Four Months Ending October 31, 2022

Key Highlights
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Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav) Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav)

4100 Directly Generated Funds 224,187.49$        198,247.15$      25,940.34$          881,190.35$        812,199.19$        68,991.16$          
4110 Total Passenger Fares 111,409.33           112,409.33        (1,000.00)              446,639.00           449,637.33           (2,998.33)              
4120 Park and Ride Parking Revenues -                         -                      -                         -                         -                         -                         
4130 Non Public Transportation Revenue -                         -                      -                         -                         -                         -                         
4140 Auxiliary Transportation Revenue 38,667.00             45,416.67           (6,749.67)              154,668.00           181,666.67           (26,998.67)           
4150 Other Agency Revenues 74,111.16             40,421.15           33,690.01             279,883.35           180,895.19           98,988.16             

-                         -                      -                         -                         -                         -                         
4170 Subsidy from Other Sectors of Operations -                         -                      -                         -                         -                         -                         
4180 Extraordinary or Special Items -                         -                      -                         -                         -                         -                         
4190 Total Recoveries -                         -                      -                         -                         -                         -                         

4200 Directly Generated Dedicated Funds

4300 Local Government Funds 2,885,687.89$     2,877,198.11$   8,489.78$             11,535,478.03$   11,508,792.42$   26,685.61$          
4310 General Revenues of the Local Government 2,885,687.89       2,877,198.11     8,489.78               11,535,478.03     11,508,792.42     26,685.61             

4400 State Government Funds 2,054,954.22$     2,078,135.92$   (23,181.70)$         8,124,825.52$     8,312,543.67$     (187,718.15)$       
4410 General Revenues of the State Government 2,054,954.22       2,078,135.92     (23,181.70)           8,124,825.52       8,312,543.67       (187,718.15)         

4500 Federal Funds 46,668.77$          731,880.08$      (685,211.31)$       111,980.04$        2,926,623.32$     (2,814,643.28)$   
5307 FTA Urbanized Area Formula Program 46,668.77             731,880.08        (685,211.31)         111,980.04           2,926,623.32       (2,814,643.28)      
5307 CARES Act Urbanized Area Program Funds -                         -                      -                         -                         -                         -                         

4600 Non Added Revenues -$                      -$                    -$                      1,000.00$             -$                      1,000.00$             
4630 Sales and Disposals of Assets -                         -                      -                         1,000.00               -                         1,000.00               

Total Sources of Funds 5,211,498.37$     5,885,461.26$   (673,962.89)$       20,654,473.94$   23,560,158.60$   (2,905,684.66)$   

4160 Revenues Accrued Through a 
Purchased Transporation Agreement

Month Ended October 31, 2022 Year to Date October 31, 2022 

GRTC Transit System
Source of Funds

Year to Date October 31, 2022 
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GRTC Transit System 
Year to Date October 31, 2022 

 

 

 

Revenues are unfavorable versus budget by $2.91M or 12.33% as a result of: 

• Below budget operating expenses year to date, combined with timing of spending versus the 

budget assumptions for federal reimbursement $2.82M.  

 

 

Source of Funds Budget Actual
Over (Under)

% of 

Budget

4100 Directly Generated Funds 812,199.19$        881,190.35$        68,991.16$         8.49%

4200 Directly Generated Dedicated Funds -                         -                         -                        n/a

4300 Local Government Funds 11,508,792.42    11,535,478.03    26,685.61            0.23%

4400 State Government Funds 8,312,543.67      8,124,825.52      (187,718.15)        -2.26%

4500 Federal Funds 2,926,623.32      111,980.04          (2,814,643.28)    -96.17%

4600 Non Added Revenues -                         1,000.00               1,000.00              n/a

23,560,158.60$  20,654,473.94$  (2,905,684.66)$  -12.33%
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Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav) Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav) Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav) Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav) Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav)

Total Operating Costs
5010. LABOR 9,050,636.17$     9,879,651.43$     829,015.26$        1,423,592.52$    1,411,014.77$    (12,577.76)$        387,104.09$       451,359.99$       64,255.90$         2,411,117.08$     2,894,462.29$     483,345.21$        13,272,449.87$   14,636,488.48$   1,364,038.61$     
01. Operator Salaries and Wages 5,129,893.51       5,331,549.75       201,656.24          -                      -                      -                        5,129,893.51       5,331,549.75       201,656.24          
02. Operator's Paid Absences 630,272.34          649,514.14          19,241.80            -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                        -                        -                        630,272.34          649,514.14          19,241.80            

Operator Vacation 276,842.87          268,338.82          (8,504.05)             -                      -                      -                        276,842.87          268,338.82          (8,504.05)             
Operator Sick 137,298.34          167,987.00          30,688.66            -                      -                      -                        137,298.34          167,987.00          30,688.66            
Holiday 216,131.13          213,188.32          (2,942.81)             -                      -                      -                        216,131.13          213,188.32          (2,942.81)             
Operator FMLA or other leave -                        -                        -                        

636,419.56          724,504.89          88,085.33            935,001.11         847,143.28         (87,857.83)          272,817.76         331,054.25         58,236.49           1,651,728.47       1,940,200.58       288,472.11          3,495,966.90       3,842,903.00       346,936.10          

Dispatch 82,569.15            125,518.99          42,949.84            -                      -                      -                        82,569.15            125,518.99          42,949.84            
Operations Supervision 553,850.41          598,985.91          45,135.50            -                      -                      -                        553,850.41          598,985.91          45,135.50            

Maintenance -                        935,001.11         847,143.28         (87,857.83)          272,817.76         331,054.25         58,236.49           -                        1,207,818.87       1,178,197.53       (29,621.34)           
Administration -                        -                        -                        -                      -                      1,651,728.47       1,940,200.58       288,472.11          1,651,728.47       1,940,200.58       288,472.11          

-                        -                        -                        56,248.67           101,095.89         44,847.22           24,836.41           -                      (24,836.41)          -                        -                        -                        81,085.08            101,095.89          20,010.81            

Vacation -                        22,581.86           -                      (22,581.86)          10,625.38           -                      (10,625.38)          -                        33,207.24            -                        (33,207.24)           
Sick -                        11,451.18           101,095.89         89,644.71           2,977.50             -                      (2,977.50)            -                        14,428.68            101,095.89          86,667.21            
Holiday -                        21,213.33           -                      (21,213.33)          9,453.03             -                      (9,453.03)            -                        30,666.36            -                        (30,666.36)           
FMLA or other leave -                        1,002.30             -                      (1,002.30)            1,780.50             -                      (1,780.50)            -                        2,782.80              -                        (2,782.80)             
05. Fringe Benefits 2,654,050.76       3,174,082.66       520,031.90          432,342.74         462,775.60         30,432.85           89,449.92           120,305.74         30,855.82           759,388.61          954,261.71          194,873.10          3,935,232.04       4,711,425.70       776,193.66          

Employment Taxes 458,628.72          502,754.11          44,125.39            74,366.13           70,327.10           (4,039.02)            21,698.80           27,483.06           5,784.26             131,371.66          161,069.19          29,697.53            686,065.30          761,633.46          75,568.16            
Health and Welfare Expenses 1,191,171.23       1,470,100.40       278,929.16          193,147.06         205,643.07         12,496.01           56,357.10           80,363.04           24,005.95           341,204.41          470,981.49          129,777.08          1,781,879.80       2,227,088.00       445,208.20          
Retirement Costs/Pension Plans 766,890.01          843,755.51          76,865.50            118,380.87         134,034.13         15,653.26           321.53                -                      (321.53)               219,775.97          249,189.15          29,413.18            1,105,368.37       1,226,978.79       121,610.42          
Workers Compensation 100,660.42          102,315.47          1,655.05              16,321.97           14,312.27           (2,009.71)            4,762.48             5,593.08             830.60                28,833.62            32,779.19            3,945.56              150,578.50          155,000.00          4,421.50              
Other Fringe Benefits 136,700.38          255,157.17          118,456.79          30,126.71           38,459.03           8,332.32             6,310.02             6,866.56             556.54                38,202.96            40,242.69            2,039.73              211,340.07          340,725.45          129,385.38          
5020. SERVICES 11,823.00$          20,000.00$          8,177.00$            -$                    -$                    -$                    232,026.10$       227,500.00$       (4,526.10)$          320,927.31$        439,092.00$        118,164.69$        564,776.41$        686,592.00$        121,815.59$        
03. Professional and Technical Services -                        -                        -                        -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      -                      91,587.81            294,745.00          203,157.19          91,587.81            294,745.00          203,157.19          

BRT Fare Collection and Security Services -                        -                        -                        -                      -                      -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        -                        
Audit Fees -                        -                      -                      49,371.00            30,000.00            (19,371.00)           49,371.00            30,000.00            (19,371.00)           
Legal Fees -                        -                      -                      26,021.60            16,660.00            (9,361.60)             26,021.60            16,660.00            (9,361.60)             

Human Resources Consulting -                        -                      -                      17,730.00            18,660.00            930.00                  17,730.00            18,660.00            930.00                  
Planning and Scheduling Consulting -                        -                      -                      -                        205,000.00          205,000.00          -                        205,000.00          205,000.00          

Computer Consulting -                        -                      -                      31.25                    2,000.00              1,968.75              31.25                    2,000.00              1,968.75              
Advertising and Promotion -                        -                      -                      (1,566.04)             22,425.00            23,991.04            (1,566.04)             22,425.00            23,991.04            

05. Contract Maintenance Services -                        -                        -                        -                      -                      -                      232,026.10         227,500.00         (4,526.10)            142,065.74          16,660.00            (125,405.74)         374,091.84          244,160.00          (129,931.84)         

Vehicle Maintenance -                        -                      -                      -                        -                        -                        -                        
Computer Maintenance -                        -                      -                      142,065.74          16,660.00            (125,405.74)         142,065.74          16,660.00            (125,405.74)         

BRT Station Maintenance -                        -                      38,583.28           65,333.33           26,750.05           -                        38,583.28            65,333.33            26,750.05            
Building Maintenance -                        -                      193,442.82         162,166.67         (31,276.15)          -                        193,442.82          162,166.67          (31,276.15)           

09. Other Services 11,823.00            20,000.00            8,177.00              -                      -                      -                      -                      (0.00)                   (0.00)                   87,273.76            127,687.00          40,413.24            99,096.76            147,687.00          48,590.24            

Advertising -                        -                      -                      4,670.56              7,600.00              2,929.44              4,670.56              7,600.00              2,929.44              
Ad commission  Lottery Updates -                        -                      -                      46,500.55            59,900.00            13,399.45            46,500.55            59,900.00            13,399.45            

ADA Ride -                        -                      -                      21,644.00            22,337.00            693.00                  21,644.00            22,337.00            693.00                  
Drug and Alcohol Testing 3,408.00              -                        (3,408.00)             -                      -                      -                        3,408.00              -                        (3,408.00)             

Medical Exam Testing 8,415.00              20,000.00            11,585.00            -                      -                      -                        8,415.00              20,000.00            11,585.00            
Misc -                        -                        -                        -                      -                      (0.00)                   (0.00)                   14,458.65            37,850.00            23,391.35            14,458.65            37,850.00            23,391.35            

5030. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES CONSUMED 763,215.86$        1,104,830.73$     341,614.87$        968,020.76$       1,022,371.38$    54,350.62$         83,514.27$         95,738.51$         12,224.24$         313,438.18$        462,840.00$        149,401.82$        2,128,189.07$     2,685,780.63$     557,591.56$        
01. Fuel and Lubricants 562,862.24          911,497.40          348,635.16          28,695.61           27,978.96           (716.65)               -                      5,335.41              -                        (5,335.41)             596,893.26          939,476.36          342,583.10          
02. Tires and Tubes 200,353.62          193,333.33          (7,020.29)             -                      -                      -                        200,353.62          193,333.33          (7,020.29)             
09. Other Materials and Supplies -                        -                        -                        939,325.15         994,392.42         55,067.27           83,514.27           95,738.51           12,224.24           308,102.77          462,840.00          154,737.23          1,330,942.19       1,552,970.93       222,028.74          

Vechicle Equip. and Parts Supplies (inc Cares Act) -                        939,325.15         994,392.42         55,067.27           -                      1,466.71              -                        (1,466.71)             940,791.86          994,392.42          53,600.56            
Other Equipment and Supplies -                        -                        -                        -                      83,514.27           95,738.51           12,224.24           128,006.55          145,133.33          17,126.78            211,520.82          240,871.85          29,351.03            

Office Equipment -                        -                      -                      169,319.37          308,640.00          139,320.63          169,319.37          308,640.00          139,320.63          
Admin. Supplies -                        -                      -                      9,310.14              9,066.67              (243.47)                9,310.14              9,066.67              (243.47)                

5040. UTILITIES -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    297,340.02$        323,309.67$        25,969.65$          297,340.02$        323,309.67$        25,969.65$          
Telecommunication -                        -                      -                      70,134.57            83,200.00            13,065.43            70,134.57            83,200.00            13,065.43            
Utilities -                        -                      -                      227,205.45          240,109.67          12,904.22            227,205.45          240,109.67          12,904.22            
5050. CASUALTIES AND LIABILITY COSTS -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    483,545.25$        618,354.62$        134,809.37$        483,545.25$        618,354.62$        134,809.37$        
General Liability -                        369,027.00         (369,027.00)        -                      355,493.66          355,493.66          369,027.00          355,493.66          (13,533.34)           
Auto Liability -                        -                      -                      14,931.68            14,932.00            0.32                      14,931.68            14,932.00            0.32                      
Physical Damage -                        -                      -                      23,268.66            171,660.00          148,391.34          23,268.66            171,660.00          148,391.34          
All Other -                        (369,027.00)        -                      369,027.00         -                      445,344.91          76,268.96            (369,075.95)         76,317.91            76,268.96            (48.95)                  
5060. TAXES -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                    -$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
5100. PURCHASED TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 2,045,596.76$     2,414,520.33$     368,923.57$        -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      2,045,596.76$     2,414,520.33$     368,923.57$        
01. Purchased Transportation - SpecTran 1,731,954.73       2,064,747.00       332,792.27          -                      -                      -                        1,731,954.73       2,064,747.00       332,792.27          
02. Purchased Transportation VanPool 313,642.03          349,773.33          36,131.30            -                      -                      -                        313,642.03          349,773.33          36,131.30            

5090. MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 25,465.77$          33,333.33$          7,867.56$            -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    -$                    164,284.44$        154,699.90$        (9,584.54)$           189,750.21$        188,033.24$        (1,716.97)$           
02. Travel and Meetings -                        -                      -                      19,410.93            44,246.67            24,835.74            19,410.93            44,246.67            24,835.74            
08. Advertising/Promotion Media -                        -                      -                      4,750.14              8,791.24              4,041.10              4,750.14              8,791.24              4,041.10              
09. Other Miscellaneous Expenses 25,465.77            33,333.33            7,867.56              -                      -                      140,123.37          101,662.00          (38,461.37)           165,589.14          134,995.33          (30,593.81)           

5120. LEASES AND RENTALS -$                      -$                    -$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      
5900 ADA Expenses -$                      -$                    -$                    -$                      -$                      -$                      -$                      

Total Expenses 11,896,737.56$   13,452,335.83$   1,555,598.27$     2,391,613.28$    2,433,386.15$    41,772.86$         702,644.46$       774,598.50$       71,954.04$         3,990,652.28$     4,892,758.48$     902,106.19$        18,981,647.59$   21,553,078.96$   2,571,431.37$     
62.67% 62.41% 12.60% 11.29% 3.70% 3.59% 21.02% 22.70% 100.00% 100.00%

GRTC Transit System
Operating Expenses

Year to Date October 31, 2022 

03. Other Salaries and Wages (Non revenue vehicle 
operator personnel)

04. Other Paid Absences (Non revenue vehicle operator 
personnel)

Total GRTCVehicle Operations Vehicle Maintenance Facility Maintenance General Administration
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GRTC Transit System
Operating Expenses
Year to Date October 31, 2022 

Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav)

Total Operating Costs
5010. LABOR 13,272,449.87$   14,636,488.48$   1,364,038.61$     
01. Operator Salaries and Wages 5,129,893.51       5,331,549.75       201,656.24           

02. Operator's Paid Absences 630,272.34           649,514.14           19,241.80             

Operator Vacation 276,842.87           268,338.82           (8,504.05)              
Operator Sick 137,298.34           167,987.00           30,688.66             
Holiday 216,131.13           213,188.32           (2,942.81)              
Operator FMLA or other leave -                         -                         

3,495,966.90       3,842,903.00       346,936.10           

Dispatch 82,569.15             125,518.99           42,949.84             
Operations Supervision 553,850.41           598,985.91           45,135.50             

Maintenance 1,207,818.87       1,178,197.53       (29,621.34)           
Administration 1,651,728.47       1,940,200.58       288,472.11           

81,085.08             101,095.89           20,010.81             

Vacation 33,207.24             -                         (33,207.24)           
Sick 14,428.68             101,095.89           86,667.21             
Holiday 30,666.36             -                         (30,666.36)           
FMLA or other leave 2,782.80               -                         (2,782.80)              
05. Fringe Benefits 3,935,232.04       4,711,425.70       776,193.66           

Employment Taxes 686,065.30           761,633.46           75,568.16             
Health and Welfare Expenses 1,781,879.80       2,227,088.00       445,208.20           
Retirement Costs/Pension Plans 1,105,368.37       1,226,978.79       121,610.42           
Workers Compensation 150,578.50           155,000.00           4,421.50               
Other Fringe Benefits 211,340.07           340,725.45           129,385.38           
5020. SERVICES 564,776.41$        686,592.00$        121,815.59$        
03. Professional and Technical Services 91,587.81             294,745.00           203,157.19           

BRT Fare Collection and Security Services -                         -                         -                         
Audit Fees 49,371.00             30,000.00             (19,371.00)           
Legal Fees 26,021.60             16,660.00             (9,361.60)              

Human Resources Consulting 17,730.00             18,660.00             930.00                  
Planning and Scheduling Consulting -                         205,000.00           205,000.00           

Computer Consulting 31.25                    2,000.00               1,968.75               
Advertising and Promotion (1,566.04)              22,425.00             23,991.04             

05. Contract Maintenance Services 374,091.84           244,160.00           (129,931.84)         

Vehicle Maintenance -                         -                         -                         
Computer Maintenance 142,065.74           16,660.00             (125,405.74)         

BRT Station Maintenance 38,583.28             65,333.33             26,750.05             
Building Maintenance 193,442.82           162,166.67           (31,276.15)           

09. Other Services 99,096.76             147,687.00           48,590.24             

Advertising 4,670.56               7,600.00               2,929.44               
Ad commission  Lottery Updates 46,500.55             59,900.00             13,399.45             

ADA Ride 21,644.00             22,337.00             693.00                  
Drug and Alcohol Testing 3,408.00               -                         (3,408.00)              

Medical Exam Testing 8,415.00               20,000.00             11,585.00             
Misc 14,458.65             37,850.00             23,391.35             

5030. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES CONSUMED 2,128,189.07$     2,685,780.63$     557,591.56$        
01. Fuel and Lubricants 596,893.26           939,476.36           342,583.10           

02. Tires and Tubes 200,353.62           193,333.33           (7,020.29)              

09. Other Materials and Supplies 1,330,942.19       1,552,970.93       222,028.74           

Vechicle Equip. and Parts Supplies (inc Cares Act) 940,791.86           994,392.42           53,600.56             
Other Equipment and Supplies 211,520.82           240,871.85           29,351.03             

Office Equipment 169,319.37           308,640.00           139,320.63           
Admin. Supplies 9,310.14               9,066.67               (243.47)                 

Total GRTC

03. Other Salaries and Wages (Non revenue vehicle 
operator personnel)

04. Other Paid Absences (Non revenue vehicle operator 
personnel)
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GRTC Transit System
Operating Expenses
Year to Date October 31, 2022 

Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav)

Total GRTC

5040. UTILITIES 297,340.02$        323,309.67$        25,969.65$          
Telecommunication 70,134.57             83,200.00             13,065.43             
Utilities 227,205.45           240,109.67           12,904.22             
5050. CASUALTIES AND LIABILITY COSTS 483,545.25$        618,354.62$        134,809.37$        
General Liability 369,027.00           355,493.66           (13,533.34)           
Auto Liability 14,931.68             14,932.00             0.32                       
Physical Damage 23,268.66             171,660.00           148,391.34           
All Other 76,317.91             76,268.96             (48.95)                   
5060. TAXES -$                      -$                      -$                      
5100. PURCHASED TRANSPORTATION SERVICE 2,045,596.76$     2,414,520.33$     368,923.57$        
01. Purchased Transportation - SpecTran 1,731,954.73       2,064,747.00       332,792.27           

02. Purchased Transportation VanPool 313,642.03           349,773.33           36,131.30             

5090. MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES 189,750.21$        188,033.24$        (1,716.97)$           
02. Travel and Meetings 19,410.93             44,246.67             24,835.74             

08. Advertising/Promotion Media 4,750.14               8,791.24               4,041.10               

09. Other Miscellaneous Expenses 165,589.14           134,995.33           (30,593.81)           

5120. LEASES AND RENTALS -$                      -$                      -$                      
5900 ADA Expenses -$                      -$                      -$                      

Total Expenses 18,981,647.59$   21,553,078.96$   2,571,431.37$     
100.00% 100.00%
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GRTC Transit System
Operating Expenses
Year to Date October 31, 2022 

Total Operating Costs
5010. LABOR
01. Operator Salaries and Wages

02. Operator's Paid Absences

Operator Vacation
Operator Sick
Holiday
Operator FMLA or other leave

Dispatch
Operations Supervision

Maintenance
Administration

Vacation
Sick
Holiday
FMLA or other leave
05. Fringe Benefits

Employment Taxes
Health and Welfare Expenses
Retirement Costs/Pension Plans
Workers Compensation
Other Fringe Benefits
5020. SERVICES
03. Professional and Technical Services

BRT Fare Collection and Security Services
Audit Fees
Legal Fees

Human Resources Consulting
Planning and Scheduling Consulting

Computer Consulting
Advertising and Promotion

05. Contract Maintenance Services

Vehicle Maintenance
Computer Maintenance

BRT Station Maintenance
Building Maintenance

09. Other Services

Advertising
Ad commission  Lottery Updates

ADA Ride
Drug and Alcohol Testing

Medical Exam Testing
Misc

5030. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES CONSUMED
01. Fuel and Lubricants

02. Tires and Tubes

09. Other Materials and Supplies

Vechicle Equip. and Parts Supplies (inc Cares Act)
Other Equipment and Supplies

Office Equipment
Admin. Supplies

03. Other Salaries and Wages (Non revenue vehicle 
operator personnel)

04. Other Paid Absences (Non revenue vehicle operator 
personnel)

Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav)

9,050,636.17$     9,879,651.43$     829,015.26$        
5,129,893.51       5,331,549.75       201,656.24           

630,272.34           649,514.14           19,241.80             

276,842.87           268,338.82           (8,504.05)              
137,298.34           167,987.00           30,688.66             
216,131.13           213,188.32           (2,942.81)              

-                         

636,419.56           724,504.89           88,085.33             

82,569.15             125,518.99           42,949.84             
553,850.41           598,985.91           45,135.50             

-                         
-                         -                         -                         

-                         -                         -                         

-                         
-                         
-                         
-                         

2,654,050.76       3,174,082.66       520,031.90           

458,628.72           502,754.11           44,125.39             
1,191,171.23       1,470,100.40       278,929.16           

766,890.01           843,755.51           76,865.50             
100,660.42           102,315.47           1,655.05               
136,700.38           255,157.17           118,456.79           

11,823.00$          20,000.00$          8,177.00$             
-                         -                         -                         

-                         -                         -                         
-                         
-                         
-                         
-                         
-                         
-                         

-                         -                         -                         

-                         
-                         
-                         
-                         

11,823.00             20,000.00             8,177.00               

-                         
-                         
-                         

3,408.00               -                         (3,408.00)              
8,415.00               20,000.00             11,585.00             

-                         -                         -                         
763,215.86$        1,104,830.73$     341,614.87$        
562,862.24           911,497.40           348,635.16           

200,353.62           193,333.33           (7,020.29)              

-                         -                         -                         

-                         
-                         -                         -                         

-                         
-                         

Vehicle Operations
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GRTC Transit System
Operating Expenses
Year to Date October 31, 2022 

5040. UTILITIES
Telecommunication
Utilities
5050. CASUALTIES AND LIABILITY COSTS
General Liability
Auto Liability
Physical Damage
All Other
5060. TAXES
5100. PURCHASED TRANSPORTATION SERVICE
01. Purchased Transportation - SpecTran

02. Purchased Transportation VanPool

5090. MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
02. Travel and Meetings

08. Advertising/Promotion Media

09. Other Miscellaneous Expenses

5120. LEASES AND RENTALS
5900 ADA Expenses

Total Expenses

Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav)

Vehicle Operations

-$                      -$                      -$                      
-                         
-                         

-$                      -$                      -$                      
-                         
-                         
-                         
-                         

-$                      -$                      -$                      
2,045,596.76$     2,414,520.33$     368,923.57$        
1,731,954.73       2,064,747.00       332,792.27           

313,642.03           349,773.33           36,131.30             

25,465.77$          33,333.33$          7,867.56$             
-                         

-                         

25,465.77             33,333.33             7,867.56               

-$                      
-$                      

11,896,737.56$   13,452,335.83$   1,555,598.27$     
62.67% 62.41%
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GRTC Transit System
Operating Expenses
Year to Date October 31, 2022 

Total Operating Costs
5010. LABOR
01. Operator Salaries and Wages

02. Operator's Paid Absences

Operator Vacation
Operator Sick
Holiday
Operator FMLA or other leave

Dispatch
Operations Supervision

Maintenance
Administration

Vacation
Sick
Holiday
FMLA or other leave
05. Fringe Benefits

Employment Taxes
Health and Welfare Expenses
Retirement Costs/Pension Plans
Workers Compensation
Other Fringe Benefits
5020. SERVICES
03. Professional and Technical Services

BRT Fare Collection and Security Services
Audit Fees
Legal Fees

Human Resources Consulting
Planning and Scheduling Consulting

Computer Consulting
Advertising and Promotion

05. Contract Maintenance Services

Vehicle Maintenance
Computer Maintenance

BRT Station Maintenance
Building Maintenance

09. Other Services

Advertising
Ad commission  Lottery Updates

ADA Ride
Drug and Alcohol Testing

Medical Exam Testing
Misc

5030. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES CONSUMED
01. Fuel and Lubricants

02. Tires and Tubes

09. Other Materials and Supplies

Vechicle Equip. and Parts Supplies (inc Cares Act)
Other Equipment and Supplies

Office Equipment
Admin. Supplies

03. Other Salaries and Wages (Non revenue vehicle 
operator personnel)

04. Other Paid Absences (Non revenue vehicle operator 
personnel)

Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav)

1,423,592.52$    1,411,014.77$    (12,577.76)$        
-                       

-                       -                       -                       

-                       
-                       
-                       

935,001.11         847,143.28         (87,857.83)          

-                       
-                       

935,001.11         847,143.28         (87,857.83)          
-                       

56,248.67           101,095.89         44,847.22           

22,581.86           -                       (22,581.86)          
11,451.18           101,095.89         89,644.71           
21,213.33           -                       (21,213.33)          

1,002.30              -                       (1,002.30)            
432,342.74         462,775.60         30,432.85           

74,366.13           70,327.10           (4,039.02)            
193,147.06         205,643.07         12,496.01           
118,380.87         134,034.13         15,653.26           

16,321.97           14,312.27           (2,009.71)            
30,126.71           38,459.03           8,332.32              

-$                     -$                     -$                     
-                       -                       -                       

-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       

-                       -                       -                       

-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       

-                       -                       -                       

-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       

968,020.76$       1,022,371.38$    54,350.62$         
28,695.61           27,978.96           (716.65)                

-                       

939,325.15         994,392.42         55,067.27           

939,325.15         994,392.42         55,067.27           
-                       
-                       
-                       

Vehicle Maintenance
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GRTC Transit System
Operating Expenses
Year to Date October 31, 2022 

5040. UTILITIES
Telecommunication
Utilities
5050. CASUALTIES AND LIABILITY COSTS
General Liability
Auto Liability
Physical Damage
All Other
5060. TAXES
5100. PURCHASED TRANSPORTATION SERVICE
01. Purchased Transportation - SpecTran

02. Purchased Transportation VanPool

5090. MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
02. Travel and Meetings

08. Advertising/Promotion Media

09. Other Miscellaneous Expenses

5120. LEASES AND RENTALS
5900 ADA Expenses

Total Expenses

Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav)

Vehicle Maintenance

-$                     -$                     -$                     
-                       
-                       

-$                     -$                     -$                     
369,027.00         355,493.66         (13,533.34)          

-                       
-                       

(369,027.00)        (355,493.66)        13,533.34           
-$                     

-$                     -$                     -$                     
-                       

-                       

-$                     -$                     -$                     
-                       

-                       

-                       

-$                     -$                     -$                     
-$                     -$                     -$                     

2,391,613.28$    2,433,386.15$    41,772.86$         
12.60% 11.29%
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GRTC Transit System
Operating Expenses
Year to Date October 31, 2022 

Total Operating Costs
5010. LABOR
01. Operator Salaries and Wages

02. Operator's Paid Absences

Operator Vacation
Operator Sick
Holiday
Operator FMLA or other leave

Dispatch
Operations Supervision

Maintenance
Administration

Vacation
Sick
Holiday
FMLA or other leave
05. Fringe Benefits

Employment Taxes
Health and Welfare Expenses
Retirement Costs/Pension Plans
Workers Compensation
Other Fringe Benefits
5020. SERVICES
03. Professional and Technical Services

BRT Fare Collection and Security Services
Audit Fees
Legal Fees

Human Resources Consulting
Planning and Scheduling Consulting

Computer Consulting
Advertising and Promotion

05. Contract Maintenance Services

Vehicle Maintenance
Computer Maintenance

BRT Station Maintenance
Building Maintenance

09. Other Services

Advertising
Ad commission  Lottery Updates

ADA Ride
Drug and Alcohol Testing

Medical Exam Testing
Misc

5030. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES CONSUMED
01. Fuel and Lubricants

02. Tires and Tubes

09. Other Materials and Supplies

Vechicle Equip. and Parts Supplies (inc Cares Act)
Other Equipment and Supplies

Office Equipment
Admin. Supplies

03. Other Salaries and Wages (Non revenue vehicle 
operator personnel)

04. Other Paid Absences (Non revenue vehicle operator 
personnel)

Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav)

387,104.09$       451,359.99$       64,255.90$         
-                       

-                       -                       -                       

-                       
-                       
-                       

272,817.76         331,054.25         58,236.49           

-                       
-                       

272,817.76         331,054.25         58,236.49           
-                       

24,836.41           -                       (24,836.41)          

10,625.38           -                       (10,625.38)          
2,977.50              -                       (2,977.50)            
9,453.03              -                       (9,453.03)            
1,780.50              -                       (1,780.50)            

89,449.92           120,305.74         30,855.82           

21,698.80           27,483.06           5,784.26              
56,357.10           80,363.04           24,005.95           

321.53                 -                       (321.53)                
4,762.48              5,593.08              830.60                 
6,310.02              6,866.56              556.54                 

232,026.10$       227,500.00$       (4,526.10)$          
-                       -                       -                       

-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       

232,026.10         227,500.00         (4,526.10)            

-                       
-                       

38,583.28           65,333.33           26,750.05           
193,442.82         162,166.67         (31,276.15)          

-                       (0.00)                    (0.00)                    

-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       

-                       (0.00)                    (0.00)                    
83,514.27$         95,738.51$         12,224.24$         

-                       

-                       

83,514.27           95,738.51           12,224.24           

-                       
83,514.27           95,738.51           12,224.24           

-                       
-                       

Facility Maintenance
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GRTC Transit System
Operating Expenses
Year to Date October 31, 2022 

5040. UTILITIES
Telecommunication
Utilities
5050. CASUALTIES AND LIABILITY COSTS
General Liability
Auto Liability
Physical Damage
All Other
5060. TAXES
5100. PURCHASED TRANSPORTATION SERVICE
01. Purchased Transportation - SpecTran

02. Purchased Transportation VanPool

5090. MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
02. Travel and Meetings

08. Advertising/Promotion Media

09. Other Miscellaneous Expenses

5120. LEASES AND RENTALS
5900 ADA Expenses

Total Expenses

Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav)

Facility Maintenance

-$                     -$                     -$                     
-                       
-                       

-$                     -$                     -$                     
-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       
-$                     

-$                     -$                     -$                     
-                       

-                       

-$                     -$                     -$                     
-                       

-                       

-                       

-$                     -$                     -$                     
-$                     -$                     -$                     

702,644.46$       774,598.50$       71,954.04$         
3.70% 3.59%
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GRTC Transit System
Operating Expenses
Year to Date October 31, 2022 

Total Operating Costs
5010. LABOR
01. Operator Salaries and Wages

02. Operator's Paid Absences

Operator Vacation
Operator Sick
Holiday
Operator FMLA or other leave

Dispatch
Operations Supervision

Maintenance
Administration

Vacation
Sick
Holiday
FMLA or other leave
05. Fringe Benefits

Employment Taxes
Health and Welfare Expenses
Retirement Costs/Pension Plans
Workers Compensation
Other Fringe Benefits
5020. SERVICES
03. Professional and Technical Services

BRT Fare Collection and Security Services
Audit Fees
Legal Fees

Human Resources Consulting
Planning and Scheduling Consulting

Computer Consulting
Advertising and Promotion

05. Contract Maintenance Services

Vehicle Maintenance
Computer Maintenance

BRT Station Maintenance
Building Maintenance

09. Other Services

Advertising
Ad commission  Lottery Updates

ADA Ride
Drug and Alcohol Testing

Medical Exam Testing
Misc

5030. MATERIALS AND SUPPLIES CONSUMED
01. Fuel and Lubricants

02. Tires and Tubes

09. Other Materials and Supplies

Vechicle Equip. and Parts Supplies (inc Cares Act)
Other Equipment and Supplies

Office Equipment
Admin. Supplies

03. Other Salaries and Wages (Non revenue vehicle 
operator personnel)

04. Other Paid Absences (Non revenue vehicle operator 
personnel)

Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav)

2,411,117.08$     2,894,462.29$     483,345.21$       
-                       

-                         -                         -                       

-                       
-                       
-                       

1,651,728.47       1,940,200.58       288,472.11         

-                       
-                       
-                       

1,651,728.47       1,940,200.58       288,472.11         

-                         -                         -                       

-                       
-                       
-                       
-                       

759,388.61           954,261.71           194,873.10         

131,371.66           161,069.19           29,697.53           
341,204.41           470,981.49           129,777.08         
219,775.97           249,189.15           29,413.18           

28,833.62             32,779.19             3,945.56              
38,202.96             40,242.69             2,039.73              

320,927.31$        439,092.00$        118,164.69$       
91,587.81             294,745.00           203,157.19         

-                         -                         -                       
49,371.00             30,000.00             (19,371.00)          
26,021.60             16,660.00             (9,361.60)            
17,730.00             18,660.00             930.00                 

-                         205,000.00           205,000.00         
31.25                    2,000.00               1,968.75              

(1,566.04)              22,425.00             23,991.04           
142,065.74           16,660.00             (125,405.74)        

-                       
142,065.74           16,660.00             (125,405.74)        

-                       
-                       

87,273.76             127,687.00           40,413.24           

4,670.56               7,600.00               2,929.44              
46,500.55             59,900.00             13,399.45           
21,644.00             22,337.00             693.00                 

-                       
-                       

14,458.65             37,850.00             23,391.35           
313,438.18$        462,840.00$        149,401.82$       

5,335.41               -                         (5,335.41)            

-                       

308,102.77           462,840.00           154,737.23         

1,466.71               -                         (1,466.71)            
128,006.55           145,133.33           17,126.78           
169,319.37           308,640.00           139,320.63         

9,310.14               9,066.67               (243.47)                

General Administration
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GRTC Transit System
Operating Expenses
Year to Date October 31, 2022 

5040. UTILITIES
Telecommunication
Utilities
5050. CASUALTIES AND LIABILITY COSTS
General Liability
Auto Liability
Physical Damage
All Other
5060. TAXES
5100. PURCHASED TRANSPORTATION SERVICE
01. Purchased Transportation - SpecTran

02. Purchased Transportation VanPool

5090. MISCELLANEOUS EXPENSES
02. Travel and Meetings

08. Advertising/Promotion Media

09. Other Miscellaneous Expenses

5120. LEASES AND RENTALS
5900 ADA Expenses

Total Expenses

Actual Budget
Variance Fav / 

(Unfav)

General Administration

297,340.02$        323,309.67$        25,969.65$         
70,134.57             83,200.00             13,065.43           

227,205.45           240,109.67           12,904.22           
483,545.25$        618,354.62$        134,809.37$       

-                       
14,931.68             14,932.00             0.32                     
23,268.66             171,660.00           148,391.34         

445,344.91           431,762.62           (13,582.29)          
-$                      -$                      -$                     
-$                      -$                      -$                     

-                       

-                       

164,284.44$        154,699.90$        (9,584.54)$          
19,410.93             44,246.67             24,835.74           

4,750.14               8,791.24               4,041.10              

140,123.37           101,662.00           (38,461.37)          

-$                      -$                      -$                     
-$                      -$                      -$                     

3,990,652.28$     4,892,758.48$     902,106.19$       
21.02% 22.70%
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GRTC Transit System 
Year to Date October 31, 2022 

 

  

   

 

Operating Expenses

Budget Actual (Over) Under % of Budget

Vehicle Operations 13,452,335.83$  11,896,737.56$  1,555,598.27$  88.44%

Vehicle Maintenance 2,433,386.15      2,391,613.28      41,772.86          98.28%

Facility Maintenance 774,598.50          702,644.46          71,954.04          90.71%

General Administration 4,892,758.48      3,990,652.28      902,106.19        81.56%

Total GRTC 21,553,078.96$  18,981,647.59$  2,571,431.37$  88.07%

Budget Actual (Over) Under % of Budget

5010. Labor 14,636,488.48$  13,272,449.87$  1,364,038.61$  90.68%

5020. Services 686,592.00          564,776.41          121,815.59        82.26%

5030. Materials and Supplies Consumed 2,685,780.63      2,128,189.07      557,591.56        79.24%

5040. Utilities 323,309.67          297,340.02          25,969.65          91.97%

5050. Casualties and Liability Costs 618,354.62          483,545.25          134,809.37        78.20%

5060. Taxes -                         -                         -                       0.00%

5100. Purchased Transportation Service 2,414,520.33      2,045,596.76      368,923.57        84.72%

5090. Misc Expenses 188,033.24          189,750.21          (1,716.97)           100.91%

Total GRTC 21,553,078.96$  18,981,647.59$  2,571,431.37$  88.07%

Total Fleet Service Miles 1,759,121.84      1,683,104.48      

Operating Expense per Mile 12.25$                  11.28$                  

Total Fleet Service Hours 159,803.85          152,792.70          

Operating Expense per Hour 134.87$                124.23$                
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Operating Expenses are favorable versus budget by $2.57M or 11.93% as a result of: 

• Lower than budgeted labor expenses of $1.364M as a result of below budgeted headcount 

levels in transportation and equipment and facility maintenance groups and higher than 

budgeted vacancy factor in the general and administrative groups  

• Favorable purchased services of $121.82k due to timing of consulting services versus budget  

• Favorable materials and supplies of $577.59k as a result of the timing of purchases versus 

budget calendarization combined with favorable fuel pricing versus budged rates.   

• Slight favorable Utilities expenses of $25.97k.  

• Favorable casualties and liability expense of $134.81k is due to timing of policy expense versus 

budget calendarization.  

• Favorable purchased transportation services of $368.92k due actual demand differing from 

budgetary assumptions 

 

Operating Expense per Mile Budget Actual

Vehicle Operations 7.65$                     7.07$                     

Vehicle Maintenance 1.38                       1.42                       

Facility Maintenance 0.44                       0.42                       

General Administration 2.78                       2.37                       

Total GRTC 12.25$                  11.28$                  

Operating Expense per Mile Budget Actual

5010. Labor 8.32$                     7.89$                     

5020. Services 0.39                       0.34                       

5030. Materials and Supplies Consumed 1.53                       1.26                       

5040. Utilities 0.18                       0.18                       

5050. Casualties and Liability Costs 0.35                       0.29                       

5060. Taxes -                         -                         

5100. Purchased Transportation Service 1.37                       1.22                       

5090. Misc Expenses 0.11                       0.11                       

Total GRTC 12.25$                  11.28$                  
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Operating Expense per Hour Budget Actual

Vehicle Operations 84.18$                  77.86$                  

Vehicle Maintenance 15.23                     15.65                     

Facility Maintenance 4.85                       4.60                       

General Administration 30.62                     26.12                     

Total GRTC 134.87$                124.23$                

Operating Expense per Hour Budget Actual

5010. Labor 91.59$                  86.87$                  

5020. Services 4.30                       3.70                       

5030. Materials and Supplies Consumed 16.81                     13.93                     

5040. Utilities 2.02                       1.95                       

5050. Casualties and Liability Costs 3.87                       3.16                       

5060. Taxes -                         -                         

5100. Purchased Transportation Service 15.11                     13.39                     

5090. Misc Expenses 1.18                       1.24                       

Total GRTC 134.87$                124.23$                

GRTC Headcount @ October 31, 2022  Budget Actual (Over) Under % of Budget

Equipment & Facility Maintenance 71                           65                           6                           91.55%

Transportation 357                        304                        53                         85.15%

Planning, Scheduling & Marketing        19                           19                           -                       100.00%

Insurance & Safety                      9                             11                           (2)                         122.22%

General & Administrative                53                           47                           6                           88.68%

509                        446                        63                         87.62%
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Fav/ 
(Unfav)

Fav/ 
(Unfav)

FY 2023 
Annual 
Budget

Budget Actual Difference Budget Actual Difference
Operating Revenue:
Customer Revenue - Fixed Route -$              -$              -$              F -$              -$              -$              F -$                
Pass Program Revenue 112,409         111,409         (1,000)           U 449,637         446,639         (2,998)           U 1,348,912       
Charter Revenue -                 -                 -                 F -                 -                 -                 F -                  
Advertising Revenue 45,417           38,667           (6,750)           U 181,667         154,668         (26,999)         U 605,000          
Other Operating Revenue -                 -                 -                 F -                 -                 -                 F -                  

    Total Operating Revenue 157,826$      150,076$      (7,750)$         U 631,304$      601,307$      (29,997)$       U 1,953,912$     

Other Income:
Ridefinders 38,421           39,279           858                F 172,895         175,705         2,810             F 499,475          
Interest Income 1,500             34,822           33,322           F 6,000             102,209         96,209           F 18,000            
Non-Transportation Income 500                10                  (490)              U 2,000             1,969             (31)                 U 6,000              

    Total Other Income 40,421$         74,111$         33,690$         F 180,895$      279,883$      98,988$         F 523,475$        

Operating Contributions:
COVID Relief Acts VA2020-023 -                 -                 -                 F -                 -                 -                 F -                  
FFCRA Credit -                 -                 -                 F -                 -                 -                 F -                  
Oper contrib - Federal 731,880         46,669           (685,211)       U 2,926,623     106,276         (2,820,347)    U 9,822,082       
Oper contrib - State 2,078,136     2,059,768     (18,368)         U 8,312,544     8,149,946     (162,597)       U 24,937,631     
Oper contrib - CVTA 1,784,583     1,784,583     (0)                   U 7,138,333     7,138,333     (0)                   U 21,415,000     
Oper contrib - Richmond 712,876         716,419         3,543             F 2,851,503     2,858,639     7,136             F 8,554,510       
Oper contrib - Henrico 342,334         342,334         -                 F 1,369,335     1,369,335     -                 F 4,108,005       
Oper contrib - Petersburg 16,667           16,667           0                    F 66,667           66,667           0                    F 200,000          
Oper contrib - Chesterfield 20,739           20,871           133                F 82,954           83,087           133                F 248,863          

      Total Operating Contributions: 5,687,214$   4,987,311$   (699,903)$     U 22,747,959$ 19,772,284$ (2,975,676)$  U 69,286,090$   

       Net Operating Revenue 5,885,461$   5,211,498$   (673,963)$     U 23,560,159$ 20,653,474$ (2,906,685)$  U 71,763,478$   

Operating Expenses:
Equipment & Facility Maintenance 1,087,889     911,121         (176,767)       F 4,323,148     3,814,568     (508,580)       F 12,855,827     
Transportation 2,023,666     1,962,541     (61,125)         F 7,683,854     7,209,386     (474,469)       F 22,576,502     
Planning, Scheduling & Marketing 189,142         115,120         (74,022)         F 760,762         486,248         (274,513)       F 2,518,315       
Insurance and Safety 264,109         178,883         (85,226)         F 1,030,769     866,995         (163,774)       F 3,198,822       
General and Administrative 1,141,434     919,099         (222,335)       F 4,576,059     3,872,642     (703,417)       F 13,825,123     
Purchase of Service - Spectran & Van Pool 603,630         626,044         22,414           U 2,414,520     2,045,597     (368,924)       F 7,243,561       
Operating Taxes and Licenses 192,540         181,928         (10,612)         F 763,967         686,212         (77,754)         F 2,267,132       

    Total Operating Expenses 5,502,410$   4,894,737$   (607,673)$     F 21,553,079$ 18,981,648$ (2,571,431)$  F 64,485,283$   

      Change in Net Postion 383,051$      316,761$      (66,290)$       U 2,007,080$   1,671,826$   (335,253)$     U 7,278,195$     

Operating Ratio 10.50% 12.34% 1.84% 10.82% 12.65% 1.83%

Farebox Recovery Ratio 2.29% 2.61% 0.32% 2.35% 2.64% 0.29%

Current Month Year To Date

GRTC Transit System
STATEMENT OF INCOME

BUDGET VS. ACTUAL
For the Four Months Ending October 31, 2022
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Current Month Prior Month Prior Year End
ASSETS October 31, 2022 September 30, 2022 June 30, 2022
Current Assets:
Cash $10,350,255 $6,870,440 $10,854,007
Working Funds 118,266                       118,266                       118,266             
Capital Funds 6,066,277                    6,032,999                    5,969,360         
Accounts Receivable, net 9,789,935                    7,296,796                    11,189,036       
Motor Bus Parts Inventory 982,531                       969,445                       997,470             
Gasoline Inventory 15,900                         9,372                           8,485                 
Diesel Fuels Inventory 22,486                         25,712                         15,068               
Lubricants Inventory 25,228                         28,774                         25,718               
Prepayments 831,588                       878,426                       741,455             
Total Current Assets $28,202,466 $22,230,230 $29,918,865

Tangible Property:
Property and Equipment 172,047,468               171,900,525               169,134,398     
Accumulated Depreciation (90,059,611)                (89,659,611)                (88,459,611)      

Net Property $81,987,857 $82,240,914 $80,674,787

Other Assets:
Restricted Funds (LGIP) 8,492,752 8,492,752 8,492,752
Restricted Funds (CVTA Special Fund) 25,234,612 28,087,725 25,960,952
Intangible Asset - Software, net of amortization 922,759 922,759 690,314
Deferred Outflows GASB 68 26,724,818 26,724,818 26,724,818
Deferred Outflows GASB 75 -                                -                                -                     
Total Other Assets 61,374,941 64,228,054 61,868,836

TOTAL ASSETS $171,565,264 $168,699,198 $172,462,488

LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL
Current Liabilities:
Accounts Payable 4,587,800                    4,977,780                    11,276,118       
Wages Payable 1,560,731                    1,268,574                    3,940,563         
Taxes Accrued 64,419                         43,922                         240,310             
Deferred Revenues CVTA 29,744,522                  28,926,613                  26,697,984       
Other Current Liabilities 2,053,983                    268,450                       723,034             
Total Current Liabilities $38,011,455 $35,485,339 $42,878,009

Non-current Liabilities:
N/P City, OPEB and GASB 68 87,383,777$               87,383,777$               87,383,777$     

Reserves:
Injuries, Loss, and Damage 330,825                       330,825                       330,825             
Total Reserves $330,825 $330,825 $330,825

TOTAL LIABILITIES 125,726,057 123,199,941 130,592,611

Capital:
Common Stock 50,005                         50,005                         50,005               
Paid-In Capital 117,218,890               116,795,705               114,349,393     
Fund Balance - Accumulated Depreciation (88,204,669)                (87,804,669)                (86,604,669)      
Fund Balance - GASB 68 (36,089,951)                (36,089,951)                (36,089,951)      
Fund Balance 52,864,932                  52,548,167                  50,165,099       
Total Capital 45,839,207$               45,499,257$               41,869,877$     

TOTAL LIABILITIES AND CAPITAL 171,565,264$             168,699,198$             172,462,488$  

GRTC Transit System

As of October 31, 2022
Balance Sheet
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Greater Richmond Transit Company
Cash Flow Projection
December 20, 2022

Actual Preliminary Expected Expected 
September October November December

Beginning Balance 3,420,175$     3,114,542$      6,491,690$     4,571,435$     

Payroll 2,720,504$     2,491,978$      2,320,150$     2,225,008$     
Insurance 381,200$         -$                  -$                 381,200$         
Medical & Benefits 1,968,800$     1,127,863$      1,328,580$     1,183,744$     
Parts/Supplies/Fuel 1,809,720$     1,022,065$      1,703,942$     1,142,906$     
National Express/Care-On-Demand 457,708$         624,227$          520,762$         498,217$         
Vehicle Purchases 3,146,885$     -$                  -$                 -$                 
Marketing/Utilities 44,108$           21,241$            100,000$         134,270$         
Other 549$                432$                 41,356$           29,172$           
Operating Transfer into Capital -$                 -$                  -$                 
Actual/Expected Expenses 10,529,474$   5,287,806$      6,014,790$     5,594,516$     

Conservative Gross Excess/(Deficiency) (7,109,299)$    (2,173,264)$     476,900$         (1,023,081)$    

Federal 5,063,154$     -$                  1,777,448$     1,317,743$     
State 4,843,442$     2,041,175$      1,797,879$     1,782,558$     
CVTA -$                 5,353,750$      -$                 -$                 
Richmond -$                 -$                  -$                 4,277,255$     
Henrico -$                 1,047,382$      -$                 -$                 
Chesterfield -$                 -$                  -$                 62,216$           
Petersburg 33,334$           16,667$            16,667$           16,667$           
VCU 212,500$         -$                  -$                 212,500$         
Other 71,411$           205,980$          502,541$         460,811$         
Reserve Transfer into Revenue -$                 -$                  -$                 
Actual/ Expected Revenues 10,223,841$   8,664,954$      4,094,535$     8,129,749$     

Conservative Excess/(Deficiency) 3,114,542$     6,491,690$      4,571,435$     7,106,668$     

Reserve Monthly Use for Cash Flow -$                 -$                  -$                 -$                 
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Beginning Balance @ September 30, 2022 28,087,724.75$     

Receipts:
October 31, 2022 GRTC 15% Funds Distribution - Month of September 2022 2,595,498.47$        

GRTC 15% Funds Distribution - Month of October 2022 *
GRTC 15% Funds Distribution - Month of November 2022

October 31, 2022 Interest Income LGIP EM- October 2022 36,370.34$             
October 31, 2022 October 2022 LGIP EM Share unrealized gain/(loss) (18,434.21)$            

November 30, 2022 Interest Income LGIP EM- November 2022 40,033.95$             
November 2022 LGIP EM Share unrealized gain/(loss) 18,471.36$             
Interest Income LGIP EM- December 2022
December 2022 LGIP EM Share unrealized gain/(loss)

 2,671,939.91$        

Uses:
Costs incurred in preparing GRTC Regional Public Transportation Plan -$                          

Costs incurred in preparing GRTC Micromobility Plan (10,942.04)$            

GRTC Operating and Capital Expense
GRTC Operating Expense Qtr 2 FY2023 Draw (5,353,750.00)$      
GRTC Capital Expense Qtr 2 FY2023 Local Share Draw (101,855.75)$          

Subtotal GRTC Operating and Capital Expense (5,455,605.75)$      

Ending Balance @ November 30, 2022 25,293,116.87$      

Fund Balance Composition @ November 30, 2022
Unrestricted Funds -$                          
Restricted Funds: GRTC FY2021 Regional Public Transportation Plan preparation 22,250.69$             
Restricted Funds: GRTC FY2022 Regional Public Transportation Plan preparation 200,000.00$           
Restricted Funds: GRTC FY2022 Regional On Demand Micromobility Study 35,354.73$             
Restricted Funds: GRTC FY2023 Regional Public Transporation Plan preparation 100,000.00$           
Restricted Funds: GRTC FY2023 On Demand Micromobility Study 100,000.00$           
Restricted Funds: GRTC FY2023/FY2024 GRTC Operating and Capital Expenses 24,835,511.45$      

25,293,116.87$      

CVTA Funds:
Balance @ November 30, 2022 in Wells Fargo 7,151,154.80$        
Balance @ November 30, 2022 in LGIP EM 18,141,962.07$      

25,293,116.87$      

Wells Fargo Balance at November 30, 2022 7,151,154.80$        

Restricted Funds: GRTC FY2021 Regional Public Transportation Plan preparation 22,250.69$             
Restricted Funds: GRTC FY2022 Regional Public Transportation Plan preparation 200,000.00$           
Restricted Funds: GRTC FY2022 Regional On Demand Micromobility Study 35,354.73$             
Restricted Funds: GRTC FY2023 Regional Public Transporation Plan preparation 100,000.00$           
Restricted Funds: GRTC FY2023 On Demand Micromobility Study 100,000.00$           
Surplus - Available for Investment 6,693,549.38$        

* Note $2,689,437.09 was received on December 1, 2022

GRTC Transit System
CVTA Special Fund Quarterly Report

For the Quarter Ended December 31, 2022
Data through November 30, 2022
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GRTC TRANSIT SYSTEM 
Board Committee 

Meeting Date: December 20, 2022 
Item Title: Finance Committee 

CURRENT STATUS: 

The Finance Committee will meet December 15, 2022 at 3PM. 

AGENDA: 

• Approval of Draft Minutes
• Zero Fare Alternative Study Full Presentation
• Personnel - Executive Session (Closed Session)

The Chair, Jim Ingle, will provide an update of the meeting. 
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GRTC TRANSIT SYSTEM 
Board Committee 

Meeting Date: December 20, 2022 
Item Title: Operations Committee 

CURRENT STATUS: 

The Operations Committee will meet December 15, 2022 at 1:30PM for the first time. 

AGENDA: 

Election – Chair 

Election – Vice Chair 

Operations Report 

Maintenance Report 

Agency Safety Plan 

The Chair of the Committee will provide an update of the meeting. 
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GRTC TRANSIT SYSTEM 
Board Committee 

Meeting Date: December 20, 2022 
Item Title: Development Committee Report 

BACKGROUND: 

The Development Committee met on December 7th 2022 for the first time.  Barbara K. 
Smith (Chesterfield) was elected to serve as Chair and the Vice Chair will remain vacant 
until the next subcommittee meeting is convened.  Chief Development Officer, Adrienne 
Torres, gave updates on expansion projects, Title IV impacts on January booking, and 
zero-fare impacts to the community in which it serves. The next Development Committee 
meeting will be called by Chair Smith.   
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GRTC TRANSIT SYSTEM 
Executive Session 

Meeting Date: December 20, 2022 
Item Title: Personnel Committee 

MOTION: 

I move that the Personnel Committee of GRTC’s Board of Directors hold a closed 
meeting pursuant to Section 2.2-3711(A)(1) of the Code of Virginia for the discussion and 
consideration of prospective candidates for employment as Chief Executive Officer of the 
Greater Richmond Transit Company. 

CERTIFICATION OF CLOSED MEETING 

WHEREAS the Personnel Committee of the Board of Directors of GRTC has convened in 
closed meeting on this date pursuant to an affirmative recorded vote and in accordance 
with the provisions of the Virginia Freedom of Information Act; and  

WHEREAS Section 2.2-3712 of the Code of Virginia requires a certification by the 
Committee that such closed meeting was conducted in conformity with Virginia law: 

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT RESOLVED: 

That the Committee hereby certifies that to the best of each member’s knowledge (i) only 
public matters lawfully exempt from open meeting requirements by Virginia law were 
discussed in the closed meeting to which this certifying resolution applies; and (ii) only 
such public business matters as were identified in the motion convening the closed 
meeting were heard, discussed, or considered by the Committee. 

WITNESS the following vote of Committee Members: 

CERTIFYING: YES NO 
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